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Greg Poulos

Greg Poulos is the current Managing Editor of Switchback, and an MFA
student at the University of San Francisco, where he is working on a novel.
Before that, he used to program computers. He occasionally does things,
and also stuff. 
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Editor's Note
Greg Poulos

Rabbit rabbit rabbit.

It's April 1, folks—and while every other corner of the internet is going bananas, today we here at

Switchback are playing our cards straight. It might be our twenty-first issue, but sober-minded dedication is the

name of the game here. No crazy gimmicks. No zany jokes. Just some amazing new writing that we're confident

you'll love.

One big theme of this issue seems to be the arid parts of the word: we take a drive through the Mojave,

wander through the chaparral, witness a battle between Arizona arthropods. We also happen to visit a museum of

grotesque medical oddities. We stop by Ground Zero, by way of the cosmetics aisle at Bloomingdale's. And these

things are just the tip of the iceberg.

One curiosity that I feel deserves special mention: we were lucky enough to receive two very different

submissions, "Note to My Seventh Grade Self" and "Letter to a Younger Me", that both happened to adopt a similar

conceit. They are both are told in the second-person, their narrators relating advice to younger versions of

themselves. It's fascinating to see where each of these two stories took that idea.

I'd also like to take this opportunity to announce the winners of this issues editors' prizes.

The second runner-up prize goes to Adrian Arias, for his bilingual poem, "Breve diccionario del cuerpo /

Brief Body Dictionary". Our poetry editor, Virginia Barrett, summed it up way better than I ever could: "Arias

exquisitely turns the idea of dictionary entries into an exploration of the human body in all its longing and splendor …

each line unfolds onto the next, as a kind of revelation of the flesh and of the emotions."

Our first runner-up is Kori Morgan's "No Sugar Tonight", an elegant story about a dysfunctional band on the

verge of hitting it big. It's a poignant study of ambition, relationships, and politics, all set against the grisly backdrop

of the 1970 Kent State protests.

And the grand prize goes to Robyn Goodwin for her nonfiction piece, "The Boy Under Construction". Our

editors unanimously loved this heartbreaking, ruminative essay. I'm not sure what else to say about it other than:

Please, go read it, now.

I'll quit my yammering. But before I go, I need to thank all the amazing Switchback staffers who've worked

tirelessly to get this issue out to you. Thanks especially to Nina Schuyler, our faculty advisor, and Switchback's three

extraordinary genre editors, Virginia Barrett (poetry), Robert O'Connell (nonfiction), and Stefani Wright (fiction).

Thanks for clicking around our little corner of the internet. I remain, dear reader, your most humble and

obedient servant,

Greg Poulos

Managing Editor
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Robyn Goodwin

Robyn Goodwin holds an MFA in Creative Writing from George Mason
University, where she won the highest prize for fiction, The Heritage
Award. Her story, “Watershed,” was later selected by her
contemporary fiction hero, Sherman Alexie to appear in Scribner’s The
Best of the Writing Workshops. She’s been published
in Five Points, So To Speak, Outside In, The Texas
Review, Rappahannock Review, Compose, and numerous other
literary magazines. She’s currently shopping a comedic novel and
a memoir called Sweeping Beauty about her commercial cleaning
business. She lives with her husband, and two delicious not-so-little-
boys, in Manassas, VA.
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The Boy Under Construction
Robyn Goodwin

We were loggers, standing on a two-ton pipe at a deserted construction site, doing a little hop dance for all

the world to see. Nobody saw but the front-end loader, the Bobcat, and a Port-A-Potty weighed down with bags

of mixing cement. No matter. Roy was the best—he could log that pipe all day, shuffling his bare feet nonstop, long

after I sat down, gripping my sides, heaving from the effort.

"Get up," Roy said. "Falls ahead. Keep your head above water."

"We just went over the falls," I whined. "I'm sick of the rapids."

"What's the matter with you?" he asked. "Keep moving."

"I'm tired of fun."

"You'll be a lot more tired if you don't help me navigate these choppy waters."

So I'd start shuffling again, exhausted, but happy, the blonde tips of my hair flying into my face and mouth.

We were twelve years old, wearing ourselves down in the cool of early summer. I didn't know then that this

was the before—the moment whose smallest details I would strain to remember—the hum of a June bug's wing, the

song Roy blew into a milky Coke bottle, the pinwheels drawn in ink on my arm. Instead, I remember the pressure of

a hard knot tied behind my neck from my halter top, my exposed back itchy and peeling. My feet were bare,

toenails painted a conch shell pink. I had bad knees and scars, which I painstakingly covered with Bandaids and

gauze. Roy was dark-skinned with white blonde hair, heavy-lidded and sleepy-eyed. He memorized the labels of

Campbell's soup cans and kept loose change and butterscotch candy in a pouch around his neck. Our arms

were exactly the same length. When we walked together, our hands would sometimes touch. I shivered when his

pointer finger scraped my leg, the one nail he wouldn't cut in case of a mosquito bite. He was my first love, in some

ways my only love, the boy under construction who knew how to log. I hold in my mind the memory of Roy and me

standing in that coffee colored field, surrounded by half-framed houses, claiming the sun, the trees, the dry cakey

mud under our feet, claiming the ride.

What happened next was a beginning—the beginning of a writer. The voice in the midst of confusion and

pain that said, "Remember this. Don't ever forget." It was the same summer, not quite two weeks later, when my

family went to Florida on vacation. It was unbearably hot, and for some reason I no longer remember, the pool was

closed. Roy was taking care of our dog while we were away and couldn't keep enough water in his bowl. He and

another boy, John, spent most of their afternoons down at the construction site hauling timber, stealing 2x4's for

bike ramps and jumps on our street. I imagine John and Roy did all the usual things—sat in the tractor seat and

pretended to plow the field. Lit a cigarette stub with a discarded matchbook, and flicked the ash in the air. One of

them probably joked about an explosion and a leaky fuel line. I imagine they lay in the claw, walked around in the

foundation of a newly dug out basement, hammered nails into scrap wood. Then, only after they were bored, they

climbed on top of the concrete pipe, and set out to get the thing rolling, a feat Roy and I'd never been able to do.

We were content to log in place, tracing the treeline with our open hands, listening to the shuffle of our feet. John

was a big kid with strong legs, a soccer player with hair that ran down his back like water. After a few minutes of

trying, he was able to make the pipe roll. Roy was surefooted, a natural. John was awkward, not light on his feet. I

imagine Roy felt happy, crouched low, anticipating the swell. I feel his weightlessness, the lift in his stomach at

making the pipe turn, the surprising accuracies of his landings. There was a point when it was no longer motion,

but a sort of stillness, a hovering like a bee over a flower. I feel this too. They rolled onto a slight incline, a rocky
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slope, pockmarked with rocks and debris, their speed picking up. The late afternoon sun flickered through the

trees, casting shadows over their heads. The air smelled sweet, like yesterday. There was a bump in the ground,

and John lost his footing. He reached for Roy, grasping at the back of his striped shirt, and fell over backwards. He

dislocated his shoulder, and received a 3-inch gash on the side of his head. It took weeks to pick the gravel out of

the wound. Roy fell forwards, his shoe flung high into the air. We got the call in Florida two days later. Roy's mother

wanted to know what to do about our dog. Twenty-two years later, and my mom still remarks about Roy's mother's

presence of mind in such circumstances. Remember this.

I have often wondered about that boy, John, the one who fell back, the less sure-footed one who saved

his own life. Shortly after the accident, John dropped out of school, started taking drugs, and skulked around the

neighborhood. When I last saw him, he couldn't look at my face, or maybe I couldn't look at his. He was, at best, a

casual friend of Roy's, the quiet one who rarely smiled or talked. He was the last person to be with Roy, to hear him

laugh his stupid laugh that hurt my ears—the laugh Roy called his only disability besides his face. I wanted to tell

John it was the dumbest laugh I ever heard.

Here's the thing that shames me. After the funeral I did not go to, the flowers, fundraisers, park benches

and foundation, I saw Roy's parents outside watering the grass. The sprinkler was going in the yard, drenching the

side of their house. It seemed to be stuck in the same position, watering the same patch of lawn over and over

again. We pulled into our driveway, my dad stopping long enough to roll down the window and speak with the

Kinney's. It was the first time we had seen them since we left on vacation. I was in the back seat in a panic. They

stood next to our car, wiping tears away, scratching at their ankles where the wet grass pricked their feet. Even

though they couldn't see me through the window, I hid on the floor of the car, covering my face with my hands. I

heard my dad calling me, felt his fingers slide over my back, willing me to look up. I stayed tucked in a ball until we

pulled into the garage. Everyone said it was an awful thing to lose a child—that this kind of loss was hard enough for

adults to bear, let alone a child. But I understood. I understood the Kinney's couldn't stay in that house, with the

one lost shoe, broken watch face, and two-foot long gum paper chain. Six weeks later, their house was sold and

the opportunity was lost to tell them anything. What would I have said? That I loved him? That he was my best

friend? Somehow saying these things diminishes what Roy and I had. It reduces us to the scraps of memories of

bottleneck flies, sunburns, and slurpee headaches. What it is I'm trying to go back to, beyond what we were to

each other, is a feeling—a feeling so subtle it's only recognizable by its' absence. It's my before—the before of

downhill bike rides with bright streamers, ferocious winds, and working brakes. And if the brakes fail, it is the soft

mound of grass that catches you, and the deep-rooted knowledge you will do it again and again and again. It's the

revolution, the turn, the blessedness of the ride. The before of safety, and what I might call happiness—a pairing I've

not experienced since that summer. This is who Roy is—every boy who wanders through my fiction with messy

hair. Forget messy. He's every boy who surprises me, makes me think, gives me a stomach feeling. I smell him on

warm nights. He's the pressure on my back, the sore spot on my leg. He's every boy who wanders through my

fiction. Roy. I know this, have always know, he's the reason I write.
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Scorpion vs. Black Widow
Andrew Maynard

The scorpion and black widow are in a glass jar; the jar is on your phone screen; the phone is in your

hand. This video just arrived via text message via Trevor. You press play.

The scene unfolds: for a moment they remain calm, seemingly ambivalent, as if they're unaware only one

will survive. On opposite ends of the jar, the scorpion and black widow begin marching into the glass wall, trying to

shove through to the other side, but as they trudge on, their legs slide and flail on the slick floor like roller skates on

a treadmill. They're stuck. Going nowhere.

Your friends' voices pulse through the phone speaker—yelps and cheers and inciting howls, but their faces

are concealed by the P.O.V. In frame: only the jar and its prisoners, but you can paint the picture of the off-screen

audience and their eager, anticipatory grins. They're in the detached garage in Trevor's backyard, surrounded by

old Volkswagen buses and bugs, empty beer cans, smoke, and the dry, heated air of an Arizona summer evening.

Trevor's a mechanic. His collection of rusted German cars, parts, and memorabilia has long been the perfect

backdrop to drinking beers before and after going to bars.

A hand appears onscreen and shakes the jar, mixing a cocktail of soon-to-be violence. All of this has

already happened, but you're still drenched with anticipation. The scorpion and black widow ricochet off the glass

until the simulated earthquake ends. For a moment they're still. The displaced creatures become visibly disoriented

in the foreign landscape. You wonder if they're wondering, Why? The shake dispels the mystery of Why? Death

match. Discombobulated and cornered, the black widow attacks.

The match of scorpion vs. black widow happened in Phoenix, but you're watching the video in San

Francisco. You weren't there. But you could have been. Easily. You've been scorpion hunting enough times in

Phoenix backyards to fill in the blanks of the backstory. BLANK—find a black widow in the garage—BLANK—trap it!—

BLANK—roam the backyard shining a black light on the bordering cinderblock wall; you'll see the scorpions, don't

be frightened by their phosphorescent blue-green exoskeletons lurking in the black light, imagine them as the glow-

in-the-dark stars that were stuck to the ceiling of your childhood bedroom—BLANK—don't kill it, detain only—BLANK

—back in the garage, begin the speculation: The what ifs and maybe we shoulds —BLANK—empty the black widow

into the jar, add scorpion, shake not stir—SCENE.

You'd think watching the action on your phone would create a distancing effect, make it feel less real, like a

movie, but it's as if you're there. As the black widow crawls across the scorpion's back you feel a tickle down your

own spine. The scorpion knocks the black widow off and keeps it at bay by using its stinger as a spear. You're not

enjoying this. It's actually difficult to watch, but you can't bring yourself to close the video. There's something about

this construction of violence you find simultaneously nauseating and magnetic.

In middle school, all fights took place beneath the big tree in the ally adjacent to the baseball field. It took a

while to get used to, but eventually you learned to watch the punches with your eyes open. The smacks of

knuckles on cheeks and chins and noses had you holding your breath. But you knew that cuts and bruises were

the worst that could happen. No one in school was that crazy. None of the adolescent spectators huddled and

yelping around the flailing limbs would ever let it go too far. On the rare occasion it did, someone would step in.

Someone would tell an adult. Someone would end the game. But there were exceptions, of course, like when

you're friend Pat had a kid on the ground, banged up, and you thought the fight was over. Everyone thought the

fight was over. Except for Pat. As the crowd began to separate, he turned around and kicked his shoe into the
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cheek of the defenseless twelve year old, producing a thud that you can still hear.

But the scorpion and black widow have nowhere to go, and the eager audience has no intention of letting

them both escape alive. Barring a major upset, it's clear the black widow is outmatched. The scorpion's just too

big, too strong, too plated with armor. It is built to win this fight. Growing up in Arizona, you heard your fair share of

warnings about black widows. You'd see them sometimes in your garage, accidentally brush your hand through a

web as you dug through the hodgepodge of bikes and skateboards and sporting equipment crammed in the

corners. You knew they were venomous and would bite, but it never happened. If it did it would have felt like a

pinprick, followed by muscle cramps, possible nausea and vomiting. There are over 30,000 species of spider, but

the black widow is one of the few worthy of fear. They release protein venom that will stun the nervous system.

They lurk in the nighttime in dark corners and tight crevices. But they are not assassins; they only bite when

threatened. The majority of black widow bites happen when they're protecting their eggs. They only break skin

when provoked.

In a fiction workshop you'll submit a scene where a protagonist and his buddy, a car mechanic, hunt

scorpions with a black light in a VW-bus-ridden backyard. The class will say it's "inventive" but "unbelievable" (not in

the good way), because you are too obviously mystifying Phoenix. The word "mystify" will strike you as an odd

choice. You'll hope they're using it in the sense of "making something mysterious", but they probably just mean that

the scene was confusing. There is not a place in the world more familiar to you than Phoenix, yet for some reason it

continues to be a source for lingering questions. You'll write the scene into fiction as an attempt to discover why this

seemingly mystical concept is so unequivocally real.

Fights in high school rarely took place in the daylight. They happened in backyards at house parties, under

the moonlight and the influence of cheap beer and whiskey. Most of them were minor, petty, but a few got out of

control. You saw fights last longer than they should; a friend take a beer bottle to the forehead; a shotgun pulled by

a rich kid in a rich neighborhood, because he was red-faced drunk and was asked to leave a party. You chalked

up the incident as an outlier because the kid was a stranger and nothing like that had ever happened before, and

you still thought about guns as abstractions—they belonged to your friends' parents and would die with them. Your

parents never owned guns and you'd never held one. A kid who sat next to you in freshman English had fired one

into his mouth, but you barely even knew him, and at his catholic funeral the priest never even mentioned guns, but

instead used his stage-time to discuss the issue of suicide as sin. But as the incidents added up, they no longer

felt isolated. You slowly became aware that firearms erect Arizona culture and politics like bones in a body.

Most of your friends in Arizona don't carry pistols in their cars, but some of them do. In college you had a

friend who stored a sawed-off shotgun with a door buster underneath his bed to protect himself from the possibility

of a home invasion. You didn't bother arguing with them. Your statistics about the likelihood of killing a loved one vs.

a predator had been exhausted to the effect of cliché, and would be dismissed with disconnected anecdotes of

self-defense and personal responsibility. You'd do best to accept that the libertarianism coloring the culture directly

tied to your identity is unlikely to fade anytime soon. That's why when you look at this jar you don't feel exempt from

responsibility. You're not there, but even if you were you certainly wouldn't interfere. So why bother dissecting the

division between delusional fear and intelligent preparation in relation to violence and guns, in regards to the

proposals for electrified fences and the volunteer border patrol agents who fancy themselves a militia. After all, you

were once a part of that group of kids who shined a black light on a wall in order to kill scorpions under the false

pretense that if they didn't they might get stung.

At first glance, the scariest features of the scorpion are its pincers, those lobster-like claws that the black

widow is clamped in now. The scorpion is known to lock down its pincers and fight to hold on. Scorpions have

hard exteriors and are often colored to blend into their environment. They'll hide under rocks and in your shoes.

There are hundreds of species of scorpions in the U.S., yet the only dangerous one in the western states is the

Arizona Bark Scorpion, the kind you're looking at now. People die from scorpion bites but rarely ever in Arizona.

With antivenin readily available, Arizona, despite being flooded with venom, has prepared itself to endure the threat

of a sting.
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Black Friday
Pam Walters

When you start to fizzle, and you need to wet your whistle,

Drink carbonated Gatorade.

When you start to sink, there's only one soft drink,

Carbonated Gatorade …

Another perfectly good jingle for a product that never went anywhere. It's the story of my life.

Why am I recalling this jingle at 6 a.m.? Probably because of all the cocaine I did last night. I must have

slept with my mouth open.

I stir slowly and sense my surroundings. Thank God I'm alone. I sit up in bed. My neck is stiff. I try not to

move my head as I untangle myself from the sheets and get up. I walk slowly into the bathroom. Since the light is

already on, I walk smack into myself in the mirror. I'm shocked. I look every minute of 40. And my hair apparently

got up before I did. I try to smooth it down, at least tame my bangs. They shoot straight up from my head at a 90

degree angle. I must have slept with my arm slung across my forehead and pushed my Revlon Champagne #411

bangs up and back. Even in my sleep, I'm forlorn.

I have bags under my eyes. And under the bags and at the outer edges of my eyes, wrinkles scallop

around in layers. All those crow's feet look like a rococo frame around my large, pale, red and blue eyes. People

have always said my eyes are my best feature. Not this morning.

Amidst the explosion of hair, light, multi-colored eyes, and wan complexion, the only color on my face is the

broken capillaries around my nose. Forty isn't so old, I think to myself. I didn't look this bad last year. In fact I looked

good for a time. Oh, that's right, I had gone into a rehab and wasn't drinking or doing coke. How long had it lasted

—three, four months maybe? And then I picked up again. That's how they say it in AA: he or she 'went back out' or

they 'picked up'.

I can still remember the peace, clarity, and loopy optimism I felt when I said, "I'm Pam and I'm an alcoholic."

I knew what it meant and I knew how it felt not to drink or take drugs. I was sober—clean and sober. I thought I'd

never use again. Not ever. It felt too good to be sober. I discovered an inner serenity that I'd never experienced

before. The only other way I even got near the state of calm I enjoyed when I was sober was taking that first drink of

the day or snorting that first line, or making that initial connection with a hot guy. But quickly after that first drink, first

line or man du jour, everything went to hell—emotionally, spiritually, and now physically.

When I first started drinking—in my late teens—I realized I was doing it alcoholically. Drinking mattered more

to me than it did to my school friends. I knew it and I knew they knew I already had a problem with alcohol by the

looks they gave each other when I'd continue drinking long after they'd stopped.

Being an alcoholic wasn't a surprise to me. My mother was an alcoholic. Her mother was an alcoholic and

a drug addict. And on it went, back many generations.

One time in my early 20's, as my mother prepared dinner for the two of us, she said, "Pam, you're drunk.

And it's only six o'clock."

Dad was working late at the car dealership as usual. I had come over after work for our weekly meal

together. Without looking at me, she took a healthy slurp of her gin martini and continued slicing tomatoes. She

enjoyed her martinis straight up in a tall, traditional martini glass with one gigantic ice cube.

"I haven't been drinking," I lied. My eyes bugged out in earnestness the way liars do. She set down the
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knife and just glared at me with that "Oh, really …" look. In AA and NA they have a joke: How do you know when an

addict is lying? Their lips are moving.

I paused for a moment and thought, "Of course she knows. Everyone knows."

"Mother, I think I'm an alcoholic," I said slowly, solemnly.

"Of course you are," she said without hesitation. "It runs in the family. You just have to learn to pace

yourself," she continued. "Otherwise, honey, you're never gonna last." She drained the rest of her drink.

Back then, in my 20s, I was already a daily drinker and addicted to speed. Before cocaine became

popular and so available, everyone took bennies. I loved feeling like I was going 125 miles an hour, heart pounding.

But as I look at myself in the mirror this morning, twenty years later, I can see how the abuse to my once beautiful

face and body has taken its toll. Seriously, I had been very pretty. When I was growing up, people said I looked like

Hayley Mills, the young actress who played twins in The Parent Trap. That innocent waspy look is long gone. I'm

starting to resemble Willie Nelson.

Can I stop again the way I did last year when I was in rehab? Maybe … if I try really hard. I don't have the

pressure of having to be at work every day. I quit my last job about a month ago. Even my ex-fiancée, Superman

(aka David), who was an far worse alcoholic than I, managed to quit. So now my biggest enabler has finally given

up on me and moved out. Even when he was drinking, Superman was probably my most healthy relationship.

Prior to Superman, there was a long list of married men, girlfriends' boyfriends or husbands, bosses,

wanna-be bosses. "Don't forget," I murmured. "You promised me I'd get that new Velveeta assignment." This was

my idea of pillow talk.

There were the men I at least knew, and then there were the ones I didn't know. My periodic episodes of

serial one-night stands were similar to binge drinking. Sometimes I'd crank up my drinking, drugging and sexual

activity into high gear for a week or so. I'd eventually bottom out and go back to maintenance drinking and celibacy.

When I was in my late teens, I met a nutty woman in a bar. We huddled together and whispered into each

other's ear the way drunk women at bars do. We became best friends for the evening. "I haven't had sex in over

five years," she said. "If you don't have sex, your hymen seals up and you're a virgin again." Not being of right mind,

I wondered if that was possible. I think I still speculate about it when I go through long bouts without sex.

This morning, I awake with the usual resolve not to drink before six o'clock. These thoughts are soon

replaced by a frantic despair … and then hopelessness. I imagine my state of mind looking like a bad aura

emanating from my head. Like a garish, Rastafarian-colored rainbow. I can't think straight.

Coffee!

I shuffle my way to the kitchen, and I start to come to. And suddenly, yes, the resolve not to drink or take

anything mind-bending is there again. It always is—in and out—first thing in the morning. And then something

happens. A shift, a mental twist, and I'm right back in the thick of it. And the idea of not having a drink or a pill or a

line or a toke or calling some guy to make it all better is absolutely out of the question. It isn't even an absurd notion.

I don't feel or think anything. I operate by rote.

Mechanically I take a can of Snappy Tom out of the refrigerator. I open the cupboard and pull down my big

glass tumbler and take out the bottle of vodka I hide behind a stack of dinner plates. Even though I live alone now, I

hide my vodka. Then I get out the big, old-fashioned ice cube tray from the freezer. It belonged to my mother. It's

the ancient metal kind, where you pull back on the lever to loosen the cubes. Shards of ice burst from the tray.

"It's not so bad," I say to myself—smiling at my humor in the face of today's first failure. "There are less

calories in tomato juice than in orange juice."

Glass to lips, big swig now, and instantly I feel better. As the liquor enters my mouth and flows down my

gullet, all the nonsense about quitting drinking, or second thoughts about having quit my job, or remorse over the

breakup with Superman get pushed out and away from my mind. "But I'll only have one," I chide myself. And now I

need to shower and try to repair the damage done yesterday. Even though I haven't left the house in days, this

morning feels particularly like the old days when I'd be out partying all night. Now that I'm not working, everyday is

the same. But some days are rougher than others.

Three hours, a couple of lines, and several drinks later, I find myself standing out in the cold late November

wind on Michigan Avenue. I debate whether to go into Bloomingdale's or down the street to I. Magnin. Bloomies
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feels too hip for what I need. I want to be surrounded by classic, old-world elegance. I don't want to be bombarded

by spritzers spraying me with the latest perfume. I need timelessness and age-old solutions for my problems.

Even though I'm 20 pounds overweight and I haven't hit the gym in over six months, I've decided to start

with my face.

"Is this the best stuff you've got?" I ask the woman seated behind the counter.

"That's right, dear," she says looking up at me over her gold wire-rimmed reading glasses. When Geraldine

stands up, she's got to be over six feet tall. She's wearing a black smock with the La Prairie logo on her breast

pocket. She has a mop of Merlot-colored hair. I stare at her hair trying to figure out the style. There are swoops and

dips and waves circling her head. It looks like a troubled Red Sea. For someone working in skincare, she's wearing

a ghoulish amount of make-up. When she comes around from behind the counter, she looms over me. She

seems to sway, and I can't tell if it's her or me. I'm having an out of body experience. My neck seems to have

drifted away from my chest. I sit down on the sleek chrome and leather stool in submission.

"I need help," I say. "My skin's all dreary looking."

"You do look a bit … pasty."

"Easy, okay?" I set my purse down on the floor and slip out of my mink coat. I settle in and hook my ankles

around the base of the stool. I know I'm going to be there for a while.

"Let's see," she says. And we both peer at my face through the 10X magnifying mirror. What a horrible

invention. "Your pores are still pretty good, but your skin is extremely dry. You're completely dehydrated."

"I do feel a bit parched," I say, trying to wet my lips. I have my usual case of dry mouth … the effects of

cocaine winning out over the liquids I've consumed.

Geraldine walks back behind the counter and surveys her neat rows of pristine, blue and white boxes. She

reminds me of a bartender. A beauty bartender. "I have just what you need. It's our premium line," she says with

assurance.

"Naturally," I murmur. She turns back around and looks at me suspiciously. And somehow even though I'm

seated and she's standing up in the stratosphere, she's again able to look at me over the top of her reading

glasses. I give up my attempts at sarcasm and smile sheepishly.

She goes back to her rows of product. She taps certain boxes then drags her long, artificial fingernails

across the row like a pianist skimming across the white keys. She makes her selections mentally and then walks

back to where she started—like the judge at a dog show. After a moment's pause, she pulls down several different

sized boxes and organizes them into three piles on the counter in front of me. I feel like the schnook in a game of

three-card monte. Quickly and efficiently, she unboxes jars, tubes and bottles, and outlines my new skincare

regimen: morning cleanser, refresher and moisturizer through pre-make up primer to my afternoon revitalizer to my

new evening ritual of masques and serums. I'm not able to comprehend much of what she's saying. All this data is

way too confusing, and I'm getting far too much information about the chemical compositions of each remedy. I

reckon I'll sort it out later. In fact, the thought that I'll need to reread all the instructions later feels invigorating. Now I

have something to do when I get back home.

"I'll take it," I say trying to cut short her closing sales pitch. At first she looks surprised, then attributes the

good news to her superior salesmanship. She gives herself a self-assured head nod. I notice though that the whole

time she's been talking, she never smiled. Not through her greeting, her evaluation of my needs or now through the

wrap-up. I give her my credit card without looking at the tally. She slides a sideways glance at me as she swipes

my card, "I happen to know the morning revitalizer is great for hangovers." And with that she finally flashes me a big

yellow, toothy smile and hands me my shopping bag and sales receipt. It comes to almost fifteen hundred dollars.

I've come a long way from Oil of Olay. I lumber out of the store holding my purse in one hand and my big shopping

bag in the other. The bag bangs unevenly against my leg in the wind.

It's 1 o'clock. The streets on Michigan Avenue are filled with people hustling back and forth on their lunch

hour. Even though I'm glad I quit this latest job, I envy the people walking in two's and three's coming from or going

to lunch. The camaraderie, the animated conversations—I see happy, healthy folks who have a place to go back to

after lunch. Then there are the romantic, holiday couples snuggling together against the cold. How I wish I had a

man in my life. If I had a man, then maybe I'd have a life. And it wouldn't be this one.
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Many of the people are holding Christmas shopping bags. The streets have been decorated for weeks.

There are twinkly lights everywhere with big green wreaths and red bows on every light post and on every door.

Suddenly, it dawns on me that this is Black Friday. How appropriate for my present mood and my outlook for the

future. At least I have a shopping bag to show for myself. I'm not invisible. I'm a citizen of the United States of

America. I pay my taxes like a law abiding person.

I love and loathe the thought of the upcoming holidays. There's an initial lift as I picture the perfect

Christmas scene: a tree, beautifully wrapped presents, me surrounded by friends, loved ones and the man of my

dreams. The thought is swiftly steamrolled by the realization that I'm completely alone now. No man. No siblings. No

parents—Mother and Dad died the year before, hence the extra cash that allowed me to quit my job. No, this isn't

going to be some storybook Christmas. There actually never had been, not for as long as I can remember. No, I'll

be alone for Christmas just as I was for Thanksgiving.

New Year's! Maybe I can turn things around by then.

Across the street is one of my favorite kind of haunts. It's dark enough so you don't feel conspicuous

eating alone, but not so dark that you can't occupy your aloneness with a book. And they pour the most generous

drinks.

I'm seated at a small table for two. I order a vodka rocks. I get out a paperback I abandoned months ago

and then pretend to look for something in my purse. She brings me my drink. Relax … I don't have to drink it down

right away. I glance around the restaurant trying to look nonchalant. Finally, I place my fingers around the glass and

idly tap the outsides. I remove my hand from the glass and go back to arranging myself at the table. I open my

book and decide on a page, and then as if it's an afterthought I lift the glass to my lips and take a small sip. I set the

glass back down but I can't let it go. I absently take another sip.

When the waitress returns to take my order—although I'm only half finished with my first drink—I request

another vodka and a salad. As she turns, I think she gives me a knowing smirk. Possibly it's my imagination. By the

time I leave, I've downed three vodka rocks, part of a salad and made a mess of the breadbasket. I give my snarky

waitress a generous tip, lest I be called a bad female tipper. And I wonder if the big tip changes or confirms her

opinion of me. Again, who cares? Do I care? Yes, apparently I care very much.

I cab it home. I feel good because I have a project. Looking down into my bag of beautiful, tissue wrapped

treasures makes me happy. But I can't recollect one word Geraldine said regarding what goes on first, second, or

last. Yes, I'll have to reread all the information and directions with a big tumbler of vodka. I inherited my mother's

glass tumbler. The one she used for her after-dinner daiquiris on the rocks. It's thick and heavy and it has dents in it

for your thumb and fingers. Speaking of thumbs, I noticed in the last few weeks that my thumbs have taken on a

life of their own. Naturally, my hands shake in the morning, but my thumbs are out of control. They're like fluttering

birds, trying to lift my hands up into the air.

When I get home, I change from my outside clothes into sweats. I remember the Seinfeld episode when

Jerry remarks to George "Wearing sweats is like saying, I give up. I'd rather be comfortable." After I've fortified myself

with a fresh drink, and invigorated myself with a line of coke, I sit down in my big, comfy white chair that's situated in

front of a large picture window that overlooks icy Lake Michigan. I reach into my bag of goodies and carefully begin

unwrapping all of the boxes. And then—as I'm reading how to apply moisturizer as if I'd never done it before—it hits

me that I'm way too drunk for only two-thirty in the afternoon. It doesn't happen often, but I didn't pace myself

properly. I peaked too early in the day. Now what do I do for the rest of the afternoon and evening? I can't stop

drinking, and, at this rate, I'll pass out within an hour. I've been a heavy drinker for many years now, and I hate

passing out during the day. I know the difference between taking a nap and being unconscious. And if I do pass

out during the day, I'm miserable and already suffering from a hangover when I awake several hours later. And that

might be only five or six pm. Then I'm far too awake to be able to power it down for the evening and sleep that

night. And no amount of alcohol can lull me back to sleep. Unless, of course, I drink enough that I'm able to pass

out for a second time. My mind is swirling. Every tactic I come up with is a dead end. I'm screwed.

If I could just take back those last two vodkas, then I could even it out and float into the evening hours with

fresh cocktails and perhaps another salad. A spinach salad sounds perfect. It will go with my new evening skincare
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routine. But when I picture myself applying the mud masque, waiting twenty minutes then washing it off with a

special cleanser and then applying the nightly serum … well, it's all too exhausting to think about. No, none of that is

going to happen.

That's when it really strikes me. I can't stop drinking, not even for an hour. I can't even slow down. This is all

quite shocking to me. Even though I know I'm an alcoholic, there was a tiny part of my brain that insisted I could

stop if I truly wanted to. I kidded myself that I only drank when I wanted to, which turned out to be all the time.

Nonetheless … now I realize that I have to drink even when I don't want to.

And then something happens. I see my life pass in front of me. As a younger woman, I had been on an

incredible ride. I seemed to stumble into exciting situations by accident or coincidence. Being an airline hostess—

albeit briefly. Then going to work for Hugh Hefner at the Playboy Mansion. Now, that was wild. Riding around in

Hef's limo inviting pretty girls to the Mansion for parties. The only problem is that sometimes I'd forget that it wasn't

my limousine. When Hefner moved from Chicago to LA, I got into advertising and quickly found myself as a highly

paid, respected copywriter. There were production shoots in exotic locations. I got to fly first class for many years. I

was on a roll. Wasn't I supposed to land in a better spot than this? But here I am completely alone and

unemployed—and probably unemployable.

And then there were the men. I'd never had a problem attracting lots of them, yet I always managed to pick

the wildest and craziest one out of the lot. He'd be buzzing with insanity. He would be the damaged one, usually

with an alcohol or drug problem. It felt easier, more comfortable to be with a like-minded guy.

"Marry me," a couple of them said after a night of wild drinking and even wilder sex.

"Honey, I'm not that drunk," I'd say.

I realize I screwed myself up by quitting that last job. I wasn't going to get another easily. "Pam, don't do it,"

urged one of my last girlfriends. "You're forty. You've priced yourself out of the market. Hang onto this gig. It'll

probably be your last one."

And isn't it the truth that I didn't really quit? I was just one step ahead of being fired. Wasn't that the way it

had been job after job for the last ten years? Even back when I was living in New York, wasn't the string of

resignations all due to my drinking and drugging and my bosses being ready to throw in the towel on my lack of

performance?

I was at my worst when I lived in New York. The booze, pills and coke were constant. I told myself that

everyone in advertising drank like that. But they didn't. Not like me. I carried on long after everyone else left. And

what about the night I got in the car with those two guys.

"We're going downtown to the new club to dance and party," said the one. "We'll be able to score some

more coke there."

I knew I was in big trouble when they started heading in the wrong direction. Nyack, New York was the last

sign I saw. How did I even get away from them? Why am I not dead? No, they shouldn't have done what they did,

but hadn't I put myself in a position to be harmed? And how many other nights had I gone out drinking in the middle

of the night and wandered off with someone I didn't know? Always living on the edge.

I think about Superman. Why did I pick an alcoholic bartender? Oh, I remember why. But that wouldn't

have been my ticket to an easier life. I want and expect a rich, luxurious, stay-at-home lifestyle. Where did I get that

idea for myself? From the ads I created about living the good life? Did I learn that fairytale at my mother's knee?

"It's just as easy to fall in love with a rich man," she said between sips, "as it is to fall for a poor one."

I need to be taken care of by a man all right. It's obvious to me that I'm having difficulty taking care of myself

properly. But instead of having someone support me, it's usually been the other way around. I look past the

healthy, kind, safe ones, and I pick men who are as sick as I am, and I take care of them. I know not to compete

with other women for a good prospect. I'll lose. That's why I went for married men. There was little if any competition

to get a married man. I figured that no decent, available man would have me. I guess Superman is a decent, good

man, but he has no money, and he has the ambition of a housefly. We lasted a fair amount of time. Three years.

But then he went and got sober. How the hell did he manage that?

I need to have my magic wand work one more time so I can have some dynamic, successful man see all

of my more endearing qualities. He'll view my few negative traits as cute idiosyncrasies. He'll fall madly in love with
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me. We'll have a fabulous condo in the city—Chicago or New York—and have a second home somewhere in the

country. Not like tacky, little Edgewater, Illinois, where I spent summers with my grandparents when I was growing

up. No, not that kind of country home. Maybe Aspen. Aspen sounds good. I can learn to ski. How refreshing.

And we'll have Olympic-style, earth-shattering sex. That's the area where I've learned to shine. That's where

I've gotten most of my attention throughout my life—it's always been about my body and sex. I never get anything

out of the act. I always pretend to come. But I can put on a show to rival the most inventive hooker. One time, I

whipped out a jar of spicy corn-relish. Ouch. Yes, I'll provide such great sex that he'll be okay with me drinking all

the time. My big, strong, handsome husband will love me like crazy no matter what. That's the kind of love I want—

crazy, wild, obsessed to the point of not knowing what's good or right for oneself kind of love. That's how my dad

loved my demented, alcoholic, anorexic mother. I want it to be my turn. My, what a funny way to say that. Am I

chasing after my father's love? No, I just want my own man who will be willing to sacrifice his life for me. Yes,

nothing short of that will do. And now I need another drink. Will it be my last? Will it do me in?

Slowly I come out of my squirrel cage thinking and delusional daydreams. My imagination has always

gotten me through my most morbid moods. But this time it's different. I won't be able to escape through fantasy. It

dawns on me that nothing wonderful is ever going to happen again. I won't be able to start someplace new in

advertising. I'm finished. I'm not going to meet some respectable man who will have me—take care of me. No,

meeting a man who has the means to rescue me didn't happen when I was younger, thinner, less puffy, less

depressed, less of a drunk. Even before my drinking took this last heavy toll, I was a loser. I was alone.

What about just having a girlfriend to confide in? My shrink, Estelle, doesn't count. I don't want to admit to

things that I can't take back. I'm so lonely. Then I remember that people no longer want to be around me. Not

anyone. I have to pay Estelle to spend time with me. Other than that, there's no one in my life to talk to.

Not even the junior copywriters and art directors who reported to me at work and sucked up to me by

pretending to listen to my ramblings are around. They all sensed there was something off about me. If someone

made the mistake of saying hello to me in the hall or out on the street, I'd launch into some bizarre story about

something funny or interesting or tragic that just happened to me. The recipient of my bullshit would shift

uncomfortably. But nothing interesting was happening to me. I'd just make up fantastic stuff to keep them in front of

me. Like having a brain-dead baby.

"No one knows about this, but I have a brain dead daughter," I'd sniff dramatically into a tissue. "Melanie.

She's in a sanitarium on the West Coast."

Preferably, we'd go to a bar and they'd sit and drink with me as I wallowed through the imaginary drama.

To engage in conversation with me was like stepping onto a runaway train. Sometimes we traveled up, and

sometimes we careened downward.

Depending upon my mood—sky-high mania or severe depression—most folks look at me with confusion,

suspicion, even fear. Others who have caught onto my charade give me undisguised looks of disdain. I don't

blame them for the looks. And that's what stands out the most as I drill back through my life: the looks I got as I

raged through other people's lives.

So, sitting here with my vodka, surrounded by powder blue tissue paper and empty boxes, I get a full look

at my life. I see how screwed up I really am. I see—from other people's perspectives—the trouble and heartache I

caused them: my parents, Superman, and all the men before him, my meager list of girlfriends over the years.

That's not to mention the frustration and concern shown to me by well-meaning employers, landlords, and

neighbors.

My life is a mess, and I'm going to die in this apartment if I don't get help. So I ask for help from …

whomever. I don't think I'm praying to God. I just let down my guard a little. I give up that small bit of control I think I

have left. And my vision becomes blurred. My living room is in soft focus—a pearly grey. There are no hard outlines

of couches, tables or lamps. I feel weightless. I'm as light as a feather. Time is suspended for maybe thirty

seconds. That's as long as the transformation lasts, and then the phone rings.

"Are you okay?" Superman asks. "I had this tremendous feeling that something was wrong, like when your

mom and dad died."

"No, I'm not fine at all," I answer. "It's only two-thirty and I'm already way too drunk. I don't know what to do."
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We talk for a bit and Superman suggests that perhaps another rehab is in order. This is an absolute

thunderbolt to me. Apparently the ism in "alcoholism" stands for "incredibly short memory". I told the truth to the

people at that first rehab about a year ago. I only stayed for ten days. I left because I thought I knew more than they

did. They didn't understand me. I was too unique. But I do remember that I once knew what it feels like to be clean,

although it's impossible to conjure up the feelings right now. As lame as the first rehab was, I remember having truly

sober moments when I realized what was actually wrong with me—the thing that has to be addressed before

anything else gets discussed or analyzed in my life.

"Rehab? What a wonderful idea!"
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Adrian Arias

Adrian Arias is an American poet and visual artist. He was born in Peru in 1961 and has lived in the San Francisco
Bay Area since 2000. Winner of four prizes in Peru and Argentina, he has published thirteen books and
chapbooks. Adrian is also a cultural promoter and “aRtivist” working at the Mission Cultural Center for Latino Arts.
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Breve diccionario del cuerpo/Brief Body Dictionary
Adrian Arias

Piel: Suave envoltorio que contiene 206 huesos, un canto de pájaros y las ganas de un abrazo.
Abrazo: Reunión que no está escrita en las agendas.
Agenda: Pretexto para escribir tu nombre y pensar en tus caderas.
Caderas: Yuxtaposición de locura y razón.
Razón: Gigantesco monstruo de mil ojos que quiere ganar todas las batallas pero siempre huye ante el fantasma
de la Atracción.
Atracción: Equipaje de mano de la pasión, ver “Ganas”.
Ganas: Traviesos animalitos que desean perderse en el laberinto de tu cuerpo, aunque a veces sólo se quedan
en el cerebro.
Cerebro: Acumulación de nubes que no encajaron en ningún cielo y ahora comparten el ruido de un mismo
cuerpo.
Cuerpo: Antigua arquitectura, blanda y cavernosa en donde se han dibujado las escenas de caza que nos sirven
de ejemplo para seguir coleccionando cicatrices, fluidos y orgasmos, ver “Anatomía”. Anatomía: Alucinación
del alma, ver “Soledad”.
Soledad: Recurrente compulsión de las manos que viajan inconscientemente al mismo sitio de siempre en el
cuerpo, y que no pueden llegar a rascar ese lugar inalcanzable en la espalda.
Espalda: Mapa secreto del universo, que se abre con el beso.
Beso: Puerta de entrada a la locura.
Locura: ver “Piernas”.
Piernas: A veces puente, a veces abismo, siempre tentación.
Tentación: ver “Cuello”.
Cuello: Esquizofrenia del codo y sublimación de la pantorrilla.
Pantorrilla: Súbita tentación de los dientes, mientras las manos siguen subiendo hasta los senos.
Senos: Planetas perfectos que al desnudarse siempre te miran a los ojos. Ojos: Cuando los cierres, por fin me
encontrarás y cantaré para ti…
La la la la la la la…
la la la la la la
la la la la…hoy día mi cuerpo es una canción.

---

Skin: Soft wrapper that contains 206 bones, a bird song and the desire to embrace.
Embrace: Meeting that is not written in the agendas.
Agenda: Pretext to write your name and think of your hips.
Hips: Juxtaposition of madness and reason.
Reason: Giant monster with a thousand eyes that wants to win every battle but always flees before the ghost of
Attraction.
Attraction: Hand baggage of passion, see “Wants”.
Wants: Naughty animals who want to get lost in the labyrinth of your body, although sometimes only stay in the
brain.
Brain: Accumulation of clouds that don’t fit into any sky, and now share the noise in the same body.
Body: Ancient architecture, soft and hollow where they have drawn hunting scenes that serve as an example for
continuing to collect scars, fluids and orgasms, see “Anatomy”.
Anatomy: Hallucination of the soul, see "Loneliness".
Loneliness: Recurrent compulsion of hands unconsciously traveling always to the same site in the body, and can
not get to scratch that unreachable place on the back.
Back: Secret map of the universe, which opens with the kiss.
Kiss: Gateway to the madness.
Madness: see "Legs".
Legs: Sometimes bridge, sometimes abyss, always temptation.
Temptation: see "Neck".
Neck: Schizophrenia of the elbow and sublimation of the calf.
Calf: Sudden temptation of the teeth, while the hands continue up to the breasts.
Breasts: Perfect planets, when undressed always look you in the eyes.
Eyes: When you close them, you will finally see me and I'll sing for you…
La la la la la la la…
la la la la la la
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la la la la…today my body is a song.

Translated by Nina Serrano 
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Ecuaciónes/Equations
Adrian Arias

ECUACIO ́N #1
La Verdad es un buen bocadillo
entre mentira y mentira.

EQUATION #1
The truth is a good snack
between a lie and a lie.

---

ECUACIO ́N #2
Tu cuerpo es el u ́nico reloj
que me hace llegar a tiempo.

EQUATION #2
Your body is the only clock
that makes me arrive on time.

---

ECUACIO ́N #3
¿Que ́ es el cuerpo?
Un cerebro dando órdenes
y un corazo ́n desobedeciéndolas.

EQUATION #3
What is the body?
A brain giving orders
and a heart disobeying.

---

ECUACIO ́N #4
La verdad es una animal salvaje
ten cuidado adónde lo sacas a pasear.

EQUATION #4
The truth is a wild animal
be careful where you take it for a walk.

---

ECUACIO ́N #5
No trates de contar un sueño,
deja que el sueño te cuente…
no cuentes los granos de arena
de la playa
tu ́mbate sobre ellos
y deja que te cuenten a ti.

EQUATION #5
Don’t try to tell a dream,
let the dream tell you…
don’t count the grains of sand
on the beach
roll over it
and let the grains count you.
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Matt Broaddus

Matt Broaddus earned his MFA from the Creative Writing Program at
NYU in 2013. His poetry has appeared in Ghost Ocean
Magazine, Leveler, Whiskey Island Magazine, and elsewhere. He
recently turned to the dark side and entered a Ph.D. program in
literature at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. He teaches
composition there as well. His top five cereals in no particular order are:
 Cinnamon Toast Crunch, Raisin Bran Crunch, Froot Loops, Kix, and
Trix (but only classic Trix, which you can't really get anymore). 
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Monkey King Gets Introspective for a Minute
Matt Broaddus

Having flown to the Southern Heaven on a whim, having gotten drunk on Lao Tzu’s elixir, and
having crash landed in the desert, I lie back in the fresh crater of my success and listen to the
earth steam. Over the rim and the dust that refuses to settle, I can just make out the celestial
horde descending on a solar flare to dish out justice. I remember my old master used to say:
Sometimes the peaceful stream, sometimes the marathon beatdown. As demons crawl out of the
sand wielding a number of pointy objects, I wonder when and where I’ll find my stream. I try to
change, but the seventy-two transformations can’t change my insides. All I can do is keep
scaling the heavens, annoying the Jade Emperor, pilfering plums from immortal gardens.
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Darrell Dela Cruz

Darrell Dela Cruz's work has appeared in or will appear forthcoming in The William & Mary Review, Grasslimb, Rock
& Sling,CAIRN, Euphony, Permafrost, and Confrontation.  He graduated with his MFA in Poetry from San Jose
State University. He tries to analyze poems (or, rather, acknowledges his misinterpretations of poems) on his blog.
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Branding
Darrell Dela Cruz

I. “It’s All Good in the Hood”

The faux bullet hole design outlines
the ideogrammatic brand name only sold in China.
The model struts though shot after shot.
Who wouldn’t stop for her when she raises
her hand, an accessory around her wrist; recycled metal
falling down: hearts, kitties, peace. Copyright.

II. “Microarray Technology? Piece of Cake”

For the men, calculations travel up his neck,
like minuscule problems for junk patents.
The eugenic restructuring of DNA strands,
a loose fitting stretch in spray paint.
An easy to memorize code of minimum
requirements of a guaranteed job. Regular school wear.

III. “Heart China”

The embroidered heart melts in the red
shirt. The yellow stars sewn on her back
mimic navigation. The river merchant
lost in the eddies of Kiang. She awaits
the signal to finish her pose. The flashes
continue; the leaves fall early this autumn, in wind.
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Hannah Dow

Hannah Dow is a PhD student in English/Creative Writing (poetry) at the
University of Southern Mississippi. Her work has appeared or is
forthcoming in Harpur Palate, Minetta Review, and Slush Pile Magazine.
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Deserted
Hannah Dow

A rainstorm would be convenient
now, but you were never one
for that, always preferred enigma
and surprise. The more I asked,
the more you took away. First,
the color green, so I said

take the green, but leave
the flower, its husk is too
fragile, even for your hands.

You left me with a fistful of stems,
saying

see the care with which I hold
this flower. You call it purple,
but its infinity is my family.

You promised to return in abundance.

You took the stream next, and its fish,
too, ladled all into your mouth
as if you’d never eat or drink again.
So I said

take the stream and take
the fish, but leave the gold, the
only hope left for this century.

But you left me with my toes in the shallow
bed I began to call my grave.
And you said

you cannot live on gold alone,
it will disappear from this century
as quickly as I will from the next.

You remained,

saw the ocean and knew
that it was good. I understood
your devastating greed,
said

if you take the ocean you will die
of thirst. If you take the ocean,
you will wrench the moon from its perch.

And you said
foolish child, if I unhang
the moon I will undo everything
I have done these last three days.

And so you drowned me in a darkness
punctured not even by white stars.
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Gabe Johnson

A Bay Area native, Gabe Johnson is a graduate of the MFA at Saint Mary's College of California in Moraga.
Currently he lives in Oakland, teaching at a middle school and enjoying the sunshine and coffee. Poems of Gabe's
can be found in Philadelphia Stories, White Stag, and Poecology.
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Chaparral
Gabe Johnson

i swear in summer i spoke
elk to fading coasts and mist,
your former headlands.

last year’s tents by gentle
tributary—a ventana ridge
talked me down

to this specific earth.
your taproot is a bamboo flute,
i felt it in the sandstone.

forgive me, father, it’s been
months since i’ve seen deer,
knees buckled in the dust.
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Whittney Jones

Whittney Jones is an MFA graduate from Murray State University. She
lives in Harrisburg, Illinois, with her husband and works as a Project
Next Generation Mentor at the town’s  public library. She was the first
place recipient of the Gwendolyn Brooks Poetry Award in the 2014
Illinois Emerging Writers Contest. She has work published in Zone
3, the minnesota review, Revolution House, The Hartskill Review,The
Jet Fuel Review, Split Lip Magazine, The Heartland Review,
and Parable Press.
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Man of Coal
Whittney Jones

You must be there, where the road
sinks, where the sign reads bump, uneven
pavement, where the earth has sunk
down over your head.

I feel her move like that, our baby—
sudden, shifting, never
answering the press of my hand.
Is that how the world moves
for you?

I think I hear your voice
there, through the concrete's
cracks, echoing in the bowl
of the potholes, asking
what else is there here?

There were mountains, now
moved to plains. Brown, turned
soil as far as we can see, no
trees, every curled root pulled
free. I've seen the machine.

You bring the coal home
to me in your clothes, the creases
of your skin. I dream we press it
into diamonds between us
and live off the sum

never to be paid back
with bones or blood or the color
of your lungs, their capacity to fill
up, to breathe my name before
sleep when we link hands beneath

the pillows, to tell me of your dreams
outside of the underground, and I ache
to write them into the real, the now.
I'll write the forest back
to life, just ask me. 
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Meghan Kemp-Gee

Meghan Kemp-Gee is a poet, blogger, and screenwriter based in Los
Angeles.
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Pantoum
Meghan Kemp-Gee

The world unfolds itself at night.
It’s getting late, but I don’t mind.
This is a game I like to play.
I play these games to stay awake.

It’s getting late, but I don’t mind
explaining all the rules to you.
I play these games to stay awake,
and make the rules up as I go.

Explaining all the rules—to you,
that’s a game, too. You say I cheat
and make the rules up as I go.
I say we’ll do away with rules.

That’s a game too, you say. I cheat
at almost everything these days,
I say. We’ll do away with rules.
You let them in, they’ll eat away

at almost everything. These days
we keep them all at bay. At night
you let them in. They’ll eat away
what we don’t know we love. And yet

we keep them all at bay at night.
We fight but sometimes we forget
what we don’t know we love. And yet
I still like it. I like the way

we fight, but sometimes we forget
this is a game. I like to play.
I still like it. I like the way
the world unfolds itself at night.
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Joshua Hjalmer Lind

Joshua Hjalmer Lind is the editor of Hartskill Review, a journal of contemporary poetry and poetics. He received his
PhD in English from the University of Oregon. He lives with his wife and children in Wisconsin.
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Called Forth
Joshua Hjalmer Lind

My earliest memory is of a time between
last night and this morning, when I dreamed
all ideas are but the languid movement
of chemicals through vast cavities of the brain,

accidents arranged by the divinities
of string theory, quantum uncertainty,
and advertising. This dream synthesized
the disparate world into something

like a public library, but for me alone.
I wandered causeless past columns of books,
touching them with just my fingertips.
The image came again to me throughout the day:

a bench between the pillars,
tall windows onto lush grasses.
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Charles Manis

Charles Manis earned his MFA at Florida State University and is
currently pursuing a PhD at Temple University in Philadelphia, where he
lives, teaches, and occasionally visits the Mütter Museum. His work
has appeared online at Voicemail Poems, Huesoloco, and Rattle.
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Prayer at the Mütter Museum with a Woman You Loved
Charles Manis

Museum of medical oddities, models, and antique equipment.

God, my sweet rhetorical device,
absent sentinel, let this not befall us,

let our skin never boil, let our limbs
not flake from our torsos, let us never

sprout fibrous horns. Let us not occasion
wax models or the invention of new forceps,

dermatomes or drill bits. Let no surgeon
fashion our hides into the smoky covers

of medical notebooks. O please, God,
do not visit upon me a Megacolon.

Damn my skepticism, that I come here
bereft of protective charms,

through the rows of fetal corpses conjoined
at their pelvises, spinal columns lunging

from their necks, past the exhibit of tumors,
syphilis, and hip joint amputations.

When we come together upon Chang and
Eng’s bottled liver, and the placard that notes

their separate moments of death,
let me not draw away from her—

steal my breath and seize my tongue
so I won't voice my horror and inspire in her

that expression of rumpled wonder that is
another way to say to me, Obviously.

Of course he spent his last hours attached
to the carcass, waiting to toxify.

O God, bless the muscle of her lumbar region,
and make my own back meaty and durable.

Stretch my soul skintight. Make me the poster-boy
for desire, poised between action and exhaustion.

Lubricate my tongue to say,
I want to fuck you inside a bell jar.

Let the words slur from all my empty spaces.
Annihilate whatever in me would recoil.

Jar my organs. Formaldehyde my blood.
Let her keep me on her bedside table.
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Stephen Beachy

Stephen Beachy's most recent novel, boneyard, is a collaboration with Jake Yoder, a disturbed Amish boy whose
existence has as yet been unconfirmed. Stephen is the author of two other novels, The Whistling Song and
Distortion, and the novellas Some Phantom and No Time Flat. Stephen is the prose editor of Your Impossible Voice
and has been teaching at USF since 1999.  He is currently finishing his monumental new novel Glory Hole, from
which “Worse Things Than Catastrophe and Death” has been excerpted. Check out his website: livingjelly.com.
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Worse Things than Catastrophe and Death
Stephen Beachy

Ed. note: the following piece is an excerpt from a novel-in-progress.

Jared is taking Melvin on an endless journey through New York to see Ground Zero. A descent into the

underground, warring tribes and incomprehensible languages, all crushed beneath the mechanical functioning of an

invisible empire—the subway's an old movie.

It's like an experience he's already had, countless times, and yet he totally hasn't.

Come on, Jared says. This is our stop.

It's 2006. Before he knows it, it'll be 2007. Melvin just can't quite get a handle on this business of time. Is it

real or an illusion or what?

Up above Jared says, Stick with me. Trust me, you don't wanna get lost around here.

Where are we anyway?

It's a grid. You just have to orient yourself to the grid … There's the Avenues and the Streets …

Melvin tunes him out. A grid, no thank you. Utilities are for other people, along with schedules, personality

tests, the weather. Scientists are holed up in their laboratories even now, breeding storms—among other suffering

embryos. Melvin remembers a meadow once, with a storm threatening, the sky blue with black clouds towering

into the upper atmosphere. The electricity in the air and the heightened visual field—it was all speaking to him. It was

speaking about future life forms.

Jared wants to be the know-it-all in any case, so it's like Melvin's doing him a favor. Jared can be

knowledgeable and virtuous, a martyr to the basic facts, and Melvin can get hopelessly lost. They've been playing

the game since middle school.

… and the streets go from east to west …

Some burly little guy is blocking Melvin's way.

Hey baby, he says.

Baby?

The guy wiggles his eyebrows.

Share the wealth, baby.

Melvin feels smarter just walking these streets, but still not smart enough. Everything is open to

interpretation.

You want … money?

Just let me have a taste, says the man.

He darts his tongue in and out of his mouth.

Okay, well maybe another time, says Melvin and steps around the man to catch up with Jared who has

crossed his arms in exasperation.

I can't keep track of you every minute.

That dude totally wanted to rape me.

Jared rolls his eyes.

You're such a homophobe.

That's just stupid, Melvin says.
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Jared walks on ahead, like he's too busy for this conversation. Too busy getting to a destination that

doesn't matter anyway.

The only important question is how to feel as intense as existing already is. Sex is the easiest answer, after

drugs, plus it's always on Melvin's mind anyway. The coolest thing about New York, Melvin thinks—other than the

clouds, which are often silver, like the metallic ghosts that haunt the future—is that everybody here seems like a

potential rapist. Really, they're all just so fervent.

Straight guys all think that every gay man in the world wants their ass, Jared says.

Was that guy gay?

We're in the West Village, dummy. Open your eyes. Look around.

Jared's doing that thing, where he pretends that his own highly specialized and recently acquired

knowledge has elevated him into an intellectual sphere that renders Melvin relatively retarded. New York—as if he

was born here, as if he's a genius at navigation because he knows the name of the neighborhood.

I'm not a homophobe, says Melvin. You oughta know that if anyone.

And just how should I know that?

Oh, come on.

Jared actually has his hands on his hips.

Getting your dick sucked doesn't make you some sort of champion of human rights. A lot of the biggest

homophobes are total closet cases.

I'm not a closet case.

Oh, really? Then why are you here?

It's a detour, Melvin says.

Oh, nice.

You know what I mean. I don't know, there might even be a warrant. I'm on the lam.

So you're using me. Really nice.

He walks on ahead, without even looking back. This lasts for blocks. Melvin weighs the truth of the

charges. Is he a closet case? No way. Is he using Jared? Possibly. Is he a homophobe?

I'm not using you, Melvin insists, when he finally catches up with him at a traffic light. And if I'm such a

closet case …

The light changes.

OK, so you're gay, great, finally, says Jared. Just like your little brother.

Don't talk about my little brother.

You two have both got the gay gene. Got it from your mom.

Oh, says Melvin, and you don't?

I'm not totally gay like you, Jared explains. I wasn't born gay, I just got molested and it confused my natural

instincts.

For the rest of the journey, which is ridiculous, Melvin's picking through the evidence in his mind. He

wonders if he was molested. He's heard that sometimes you could repress the memory—it comes back in dreams

or in vague feelings or just unconventional desires. Bingo. It occurs to Melvin that he's living with a false idea of

himself. The idea he has of himself is based on the idea of himself he imagines in the minds of everyone who

knows him. It's not exactly belief but a kind of hazy background noise, the idea that people are walking around out

there thinking about him with this particular data feed that's more or less true, but mostly just in the good ways, the

essence of Melvin burnished into an affectionate haze and composed of his life story, the same story he tells

himself, a story everyone's memorized. Minus the porn he watches and the Sex Offenders he used to stalk and a

few actual sex acts he's kept to himself and the bed wetting that started up after his mom's wedding. He could

probably get rich if he could come up with a way to sell this fantasy to other people—some sort of program or

website that would help everyone imagine that a blurry haze of friends was imagining them all the time. Sick.

More to the point is … intensity? And awareness of intensity. Melvin is real, it's true. Slaves exist, working to

make him tennis shoes. The shadow of a tree on a brick wall. A sense of stillness in the midst of all this

commotion. A sense of motion, always, within the stillness. The sound of weeping from deep underground.
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Look, Jared says. We're here.

Or maybe there is no point. The point is that there isn't one? Ground Zero is real. Chain link fences and

stalled construction, the beginnings of some sort of foundation. Melvin's not into foundations, in general. Terror

exists and zero. Zero exists. Nothing exists, or doesn't it? It's crazy. It's madness. Pink clouds and helicopters and

forms and in the middle of the forms, an idea: the letter Q.

The Q stands for Questioning, right? I told you I was Straight but Questioning, so how can I be closeted?

I'm all up in the acronym.

Yes, says Jared. Words are a lot of fun, aren't they?

And I love my little brother, even if he is gay, so …

I think the Q stands for Queer.

Totally wrong. You don't even know your own acronym.

And you're way too old to be Questioning. Who hasn't figured out what they want sexually by the time

they're like fifteen?

No way. You're never too old to be Questioning.

Shhh, says Jared. Show some respect.

Jared stays all quiet, like he's just in awe or something. There's a bulldozer that isn't doing anything and

some bald workers having lunch. Metal rods sticking up out of the earth. Melvin isn't feeling anything special.

Ground Zero. He likes the phrase more than the location.

There's worse things in the universe than catastrophe and death, Melvin says.

Really? says Jared. Like what?

Melvin supposes that once something's immortal, it'll change the way it thinks, the reasons it has to think.

Stasis. Stasis is totally worse.

People died here, Melvin. They're dead.

People died everywhere.

You can't overthink it like that.

Melvin's pretty sure this is a conversation he can win.

You have to feel it, says Jared. It's intense.

I can do whatever I want with my thoughts and my feelings, says Melvin. I mean, why's it intense?

Hypothetically or devil's advocate or whatever? Dead, dead, dead, how many? Ten thousand or something?

A lot, says Jared.

OK, so death is intense. It's like number three after drugs and sex …

Number one. It's number one.

Fine, but why is ten thousand more intense than one? Why is this spot more holy than the In-N-Out Burger

parking lot where my dad toppled over dead? Does something special happen when that many people die at one

time? Does the membrane between life and death kind of waver with that many people passing through, does the

portal open wider?

I can't even talk to you, says Jared. You're like … evil.

Membranes shimmering in the mist, in the breeze, clouds edged pink, and consciousness enters the

clouds.

Evil, right. I'm like the opposite of evil.

That would be good. Are you good?

This world is totally like The Matrix, Melvin says. All our reactions, all the music and shit, they're all produced

by the parent corporation. I'm not supposed to be sad, unless somebody wants me to be sad. Remember how

everybody in Mrs. Shumway's class was acting all shocked and emotional and all those girls started crying and it

was so fake! Everybody said so. You said so.

I was just a kid then. I didn't understand.

Why should Melvin weep? Somebody's already weeping, it or everything, a weeping underground. All the

time. It just always is.

Anyway. Don't you think this country … should be attacked?
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You're sick.

It took thousands of years to get rid of the kings. Finally we had to chop off their heads, right? So how long

will it take to get rid of Walmart and Applebee's?

Some places still have kings. And queens and beautiful princesses and handsome princes.

You're missing my point here.

Your stupid, evil point is just your privilege talking. What do you know about real violence.

Melvin says, Nigga please.

Jared rolls his eyes.

You learn that in California? What's with the thuggy pajamas anyway?

Give me a break. I'm Mexican, it's like my culture.

Mormon pajamas are your culture, but I don't see you wearing that shit.

Don't be a dumbass. Everything is real violence anyway. The threat of violence is exactly what violence is.

Being born is violent, dying is violent, sex is—

Sex is not violent! It just isn't. It doesn't have to be, unless—

And don't forget about the hostage thing!

Once, when he was a kid, Melvin was researching the Emperor Penguin at the library in Salt Lake City, but

a man with a bomb took hostages. A kindly librarian—she looked kind of like a man—led Melvin and several other

kids into a secret room. The room was carpeted and the kids collapsed onto the brightly-colored floor as if they'd

been traveling for hours. One little boy was whimpering. Melvin didn't whimper but he didn't blame the kid for

whimpering, but another older boy elbowed Melvin and pointed at the whimpering boy and giggled and then Melvin

giggled back. When what he really wanted to do was hug the little boy and tell him it would all be all right—which

was true, although he didn't really know that yet. It was exciting that somebody wanted to kill them, somebody so

crazy that he was forcing the world to play by his rules, for a minute, rules that didn't make any sense. You thought

there was one kind of world on TV and another one at the library, but it turned out they were one and the same.

When the time was right, the librarian led them out the back door to freedom. There were police and a lot of other

people and the other people cheered. Eventually, they shot the crazy guy, who had started to draw straws for

which hostage he'd kill first.

You need to get over how supposedly oppressed you are because you're a Mexican or a Latino or a

Hispanic or whatever.

Everybody's wearing this, it's just the style. And I'll get over my ethnic heritage just as soon as you get over

your gay pain, how's that. And the molest, whatever that was about.

Oh, OK, I forget, you win. You're a closet case and the only Mexican Mormon in the world and your dad

died and you wreak havoc wherever you go and you got a nasty case of PTSD from your little hostage incident and

there's your undiagnosed Bipolar Disorder. Just saying. And everybody wants to have sex with you, which is just so

sad, isn't it? So compared to all those people who had the building fall on top of them, you've suffered really a lot.

Am I right?

A woman in a shawl is staring at them. Melvin's afraid she's been listening in.

They're dead. That's the difference. I'm still here.

Yeah, too bad.

And fuck that Bipolar shit. It's called moods. Human beings have them. Sometimes I'm happy and

sometimes I'm sad. I'm an intense person, that's all.

You do all this stupid crazy shit, you call me out of the blue and fly across the country like a chicken with its

head cut off. You tell me how much you want to see me and all that and how it feels so cosmically right for you to

be with me and blah blah blah. OK, fine. Then when you get here you just sleep or sit around jerking off to that

weird porn you like so much so that you don't have to think about your life.

How do you know what I jerk off to.

It's my computer, asshole.

And sleeping isn't a mental illness! It's called jet lag.
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It's been the same since sixth grade, says Jared. Exactly the same.

Then you take the pill. You take it. You can live in their little medicated robot world all you want. And when

did you ever cut the head off a chicken anyway? You've probably never even seen a chicken. I'll tell you about

some real violence. Debbie used to butcher them right there in my kitchen, and you know what?

Debbie? Who's Debbie?

The shawl woman taps Melvin on the shoulder.

To escape the motion of their time, she says, we'll have to journey through a house of mirrors, a grotesque

carnival spectacle, the machines that create the illusions of empire.

Excuse me?

Just remember, she says. It's the masters who are driven crazy by the dreams of the slaves.

Melvin says, That's a good point.

If this was your dream, what would it mean? That's the question.

She hands him a flyer full of 9-11 conspiracy theories. She smiles, a bit enigmatically for Melvin's taste.

I'll think about that. Thank you, ma'am.

On the way back to the other, less New Yorkish zone that Jared lives in, Jared ignores Melvin, messing

around with his phone. Melvin peeks over.

Are you sending guys pictures of your ass again?

I've got a couple of them really going.

Hey, I wanna see, send it to me.

You've seen my ass, whatta you need a picture for?

A picture's different, right? Two different things. Ass and a picture of ass. I want the picture.

I thought your phone was out of minutes.

I've got just enough left for the ass. Come on Jared—show me the ass.

Isn't that a little tame for you? Just a peaceful little ass?

Melvin starts chanting it: Show me the ASS, show me the ASS. Jared blushes and gives Melvin a little

shove and it's a relief after all that bickering.

Jared says, You're the most cuddly terrorist in the world, you know that?

Melvin says, Do you think my little brother might have been molested? You suppose that's why he's turned

out so gay?

I'm not sure he's turned out yet, Melvin. What is he, five?

You're the one who said he's a fag.

You don't get to use that word around me. He's gay. Or pre-gay or whatever.

Yeah, yeah, I know.

He's totally being oppressed, says Jared. That's what you should worry about—all the heteronormative

assumptions he's being bombarded with. All the closeted Mormon bullshit.

The parent corporation, says Melvin. You see what I'm saying?

Of course I see what you're saying, says Jared and it makes Melvin so happy that he gives him a hug.

Back at the little room Jared lives in, behind the copy shop and the psychic's storefront, however, Jared

calls Melvin a cock-teaser. The room has one window and a mattress and new carpet of the most inhuman

texture. Squishy, grayish, smells like embalming chemicals. Jared's stuff: lumpy, twinkling piles of laundry, overly

flesh-colored, two books, posters of guys in their underwear, a mushy chair. He calls Melvin withholding, a sadist,

cold, evil, and so on, like all he's been thinking this whole time they were out in the silvery light, contemplating

historic catastrophes, is a list of horrible things to call Melvin. He keeps on and on like this until Melvin just pulls his

dick out and says, OK, I'm sorry, I didn't know it meant that much to you.

Jared's always going on about what an amazing cocksucker he is, but his teeth are too sharp and Melvin

keeps grimacing. Jared's getting all huffy. You don't even look at me, he says. Melvin says, Is that what you're

supposed to do? Jared's sighing and pouting and Melvin decides to just gaze at him kind of dreamily and see what

happens next. He starts up again and Melvin keeps gazing. But at the same time he wonders if he's doing this
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because Jared made him feel bad or if he actually enjoys it. What is sex for, anyway? To look at somebody so hard

they become disgusting and then forgive them for that? He gets distracted by his own texture, his earth tones, this

smooth plane of flesh, this firm mammalian thing that could totally arouse him if he forgets it's himself. Sticky and

male and bejeweled. Jared's head bobbing on top of it, frantically looking up to remind himself, probably, that it's

attached to Melvin. Aren't gays supposed to be different? Jared wants to pretend that there's nothing in Melvin's

head except Jared, but Melvin's like: What could I be thinking about him? He likes Coldplay and Radiohead and the

White Stripes, his mom still loves him even though he's gay but his dad's just an asshole like everybody else's

except stricter: no Cokes except diet. Jared was always an aggressive Monopoly player during family night, he had

a real knack for owning property. All Melvin ever wanted was a Get Out of Jail Free card.
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finds fascinating.
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Note to My Seventh Grade Self
Emma Eisler

As you drive to Rose's house, the water-bottle filled with vodka cold against your calf, you will think these

moments are your entire world. As you drive, don't think about how free you feel when you're drunk; make a list of

other things that matter. You're going into this believing that these giggly firsts can last forever, and, worse, you

want them to.

You reach the house and hop out of your mom's car. She is telling you not to stay up too late, not even

thinking about what could be in your red canvas bag. You wave goodbye and skip up the three porch steps,

because you're still a little girl—even if you don't think so. Rose opens the door, Kay standing just behind her.

"Alice! Finally!" Rose squeals.

You smile in the way that only they understand and step into the house.

Back in Rose's room, you will be talking about Chris, who you think you are in love with. They will be

annoyed with you, but in a sympathetic way, because he barely knows you exist. You do not talk about Rose's

parents' recent divorce, Kay's maybe-depression, or the fact that you don't really have an extended family anymore.

No, for now these issues are background noise.

This is when you need to have an epiphany. You are not best friends in spite of the different ways the three

of you are damaged. You are best friends because of them. You have all the clues. The times in your journal you've

written, "I need them," or, "I cannot live without them."

You wait until midnight to pull out the water bottle.

"Alice, how did you even get that?" asks Kay.

"I have no idea! It was terrifying. I kept thinking my parents were going to walk in."

Rose pushes off from the floor. "We should get some from the kitchen, too."

You know you aren't supposed to mix liquor and beer, so you pull out the gin and a bottle of weird Russian

stuff from the back of the cabinet. You keep the Russian liquor, but put the gin back.

You pour the alcohol into two big plastic cups and Rose grabs orange soda to mix it with. You are laughing

into your hand to keep from waking anyone, and Kay keeps hitting your shoulder to make you shut up. Enjoy this

moment, the anticipation. Enjoy the secret of the three of you standing in the kitchen with everyone else asleep.

Back in Rose's room, you pour a Dixie cup of vodka for each of you. You sit down on the furry green rug

and try to ignore all Rose's childhood mementos, which feel incongruous with what you're doing.

"Ready?" Kay will ask, and you will wonder how you survived elementary school without knowing them.

You are thinking of everything in the wrong terms. You think that love means need, and survival means

happiness. You think you understand love.

"Let's do it."

The three of you chant, "Over the lips, through the gums, look out stomach, here it comes."

You will finish your shot first, and thrill in the way it burns against your throat, the way the entire world feels

warm. Kay will cough as she finishes and complain that vodka is gross.

"Let's play Never Have I Ever," Rose says, and you put the vodka-filled water bottle in the middle of the rug.

It doesn't matter that you already supposedly know everything about each other; you're interested in each

other in a way that makes it okay to hear things twice.

Never Have I Ever will feel hazy. You will feel that unconditional love, that acceptance, which reflects
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everything your grandparents, aunt, and cousin didn't give you. You will learn later that betrayal is not the only way

someone can disillusion you.

"You know how I used to pull my hair out, right?" Kay asks softly, and, yes, alcohol does make you admit

things.

She'll continue, "Well, I did it again today. It was my mom. She kept saying all these things and I couldn't

breathe. I had to. I tried to fix it, make it look normal."

You'll lean in close like you're enough to make her okay. Like friendship is strong enough to repair any

fracture. But you're going about this wrong. You're setting yourself up for disappointment and loneliness. Don't try to

fix her. Just comfort her.

"It just looks like a haircut. It looks good," Rose says.

The game blurs into aimless, whispered conversation. You lie against the floor and the ceiling pixelates as

your eyelids fall.

"Let's play another game," Kay says, in a manic voice, and you're awake enough to know she needs this.

You should tell her not to put so much weight on these moments, on you. You should tell her you can't be her

savior or her everything. But you won't say anything.

"What game?" asks Rose.

You answer, "I read about one. It's called Flip, Sip, or Strip. You flip a coin and guess which side it'll land

on. If you're wrong, you have to either drink or take off a piece of clothing."

It's not your fault you can't foresee how this is going to end. Then again, you suggested the game and you

suggested gin, so maybe it is.

The gin glass goes in the middle. Kay flips first. She guesses right. The coin goes to Rose, who guesses

wrong. She pulls off her shirt and lies down, pale skin against the green rug and blue walls. You're next and you

guess wrong too. You tentatively pull off your purple polka-dot shirt (the one you won't be able to look at without

picturing that night).

A half hour more of circling coin-flips and the gin is gone; you and Rose are naked and laughing. This is a

good moment to go to sleep, this moment when you are dizzy and happy and nothing is irreparable.

Rose starts chasing Kay around the room. They knock into Rose's white plaster desk, and Rose attempts

to pull Kay's shirt off. You are too drunk to move and already feel slightly out of step, like you are too drunk or too

silly to know the game.

This is when you will start crying. You'll lie against Rose's teal, spiral-patterned sheets and fall apart the way

a part of you knew you would. You'll call Chris's name and scream into a pillow because he doesn't like you and

you don't get why. You haven't learned how to separate your feelings. You put your anger and loneliness from one

thing into another and give everything too much meaning. Chris is just a boy. You are just a shy little girl who's

desperate to be loved. Your night is not going to get better.

Kay and Rose sit down on the bed next to you and Kay is tracing her fingers in lines down your back. You

know this isn't normal somehow. This is when you need to think about your boundaries. You love adrenaline and

Kay makes you feel out of control, but at some point you'll stop wanting to fall, and start wanting a parachute. Kay

cannot help you this way. You'll be surprised to find out, much later, that Rose can help you this way. It just won't

be tonight.

Rose slurs something about having liked Kay, liked her in the way that means wanting to kiss her. Kay

laughs and says she's liked both of you. You don't respond and just sniffle into the sheets. Rose is nodding and

her voice sounds too loud. "I've liked Alice too!"

The room feels charged with their admissions, but you just keep crying. You barely notice as they stand

up.

What you do notice is Rose telling you to go to sleep. Rose telling you they need alone time. You will still

remember her saying this the next morning. You can't figure out how they shifted into a separate entity from you.

Why they are moving towards each other, away from you. This should be a hint. This should remind you that

nothing is constant.

You hear them kissing—drunk and sloppy—behind you and you cry harder to cover the sound. You think
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you're crying because you're scared of being alone, but really that's just the fear you're used to.

This is the drunkest you will get; take some relief in that. Soon you'll be asleep, and things won't seem as

bad in the morning, despite your headache.

You stumble into the bathroom and know before it happens that you are going to throw up. This will not

stop you from aiming wrong and spewing out onto the tiles instead of the sink.

Kay will hear you and pull away from Rose. She'll guide you back to bed. They'll whisper to you until you're

halfway to dreaming. And then you'll fall asleep, wondering what will happen if they leave you behind. Wondering

what would happen if you had kissed one of them instead. Wondering if maybe you just aren't worthy of love.

Don't be scared. Stop picturing all the ways you can get hurt. Stop charting all the ways you're messing up

and aren't "good" enough. It's going to be hard, learning to separate love from need. It's going to be hard losing this

giddy, feverish intensity between the three of you. You were right: these moments are important. But these

moments are not everything. Your value is not determined by who stays and who leaves. These moments are not

your everything.
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Hold It Like a Butterfly
Derek Mascarenhas

When I was nine years old, I received a love letter from the son of the man that came to build our deck.

While I no longer have the letter, I still hold on to the memories from those few days.

* * *

The deck wasn't very large, but it was a big deal at the time. We'd lived in that red brick house for years

and my parents hadn't done anything to it, not even paint. The walls were still builder's white. Dad used to say that

the house belonged to the Royal Bank of Canada. When I was younger I used to picture a banker in a dark suit

knocking on our door, and forcing us to leave at a moment's notice. So when Dad told me about the deck, I took it

as a sign that we were staying. I knew the deck was mostly for Mom though. Every so often she told me and my

brother, Aiden, about her home back in Goa, and how she missed sitting outside in the mornings to have a cup of

tea. She woke up with the birds.

I remember I was trying to grow my hair out that summer and wore it in pigtails tied with red elastics.

School had finished a few weeks earlier, and Aiden had gone to a friend's cottage. Only Mom and I were home

when the men dropped off the lumber. They stacked the wood in our backyard near our maple tree, and I

wondered how many trees the lumber used to be. That tree was the only one I preferred to sit under rather than

climb. Beneath its branches and pointy leaves was my favourite place in our backyard. Two of the tree's roots sat

exposed above the lawn before going underground. Dad said it was a pain to cut the grass there, but between the

roots was the perfect spot for my small bum and back.

The builder was supposed to come at ten that morning. Dad had found the guy through someone at

work. He said he was Indian. Not Indian like us, but Native Indian.

At half past ten, Mom said, "I hope the directions I gave him were okay." At quarter to eleven, she tried to

call him, but got no answer. By eleven thirty, she gave up.

"I might as well go start on my essay, Ally." Mom was a teacher in India, but had to do her education over

again to be one here.

I peeked out the front window and saw a white van slow down on the road, then crawl beside our curb

before stopping. "Is that the builder there?"

Mom joined me at the front window. "That must be him."

A man wearing a faded red baseball cap, blue jeans and a tool belt stepped out of the van. He closed the

driver's side door and opened the sliding door, which kept sliding and fell right off the van, onto our lawn.

"Oh, brother," Mom said.

The man picked up the door with both hands and reattached it.

We moved away from the window so he wouldn't see us spying on him. Mom opened the front door

before he knocked, so he must have known. I was surprised to see a boy standing next to the man. His black hair

was longer than mine.

"Hi there, Clarissa, right?" The man asked.

"Yes, Jim. I spoke to you on the phone," Mom said, and they shook hands.

"Sorry I'm late, had to pick up my boy. He was supposed to go with his mother," Jim paused for a

moment, "But he's going to spend the next few days with me."

"Oh, no problem," Mom said, then turned to the boy, "What's your name?"
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The boy held a coiled notebook at his side, and looked up from the floor for just a moment to glance at my

mom and say, "Joseph."

"Joseph and Jim. I'm going to get those mixed up, you watch," Mom said. "Are you going to help your

dad, Joseph?"

Joseph shook his head.

Jim patted his boy's shoulder. "He doesn't take after his father."

They didn't look like the Indians on TV or the ones I'd seen on a class trip to a native reserve. Everyone on

that trip got a dreamcatcher with netting like a spider's web, and feathers hanging below. I'd hung it from my

bedroom window to make sure only the good dreams would come to me.

"Did they bring the wood already?" Jim asked.

"Yes, early this morning. Come, let's go to the backyard." Mom slipped on her sandals and led them out

the front door and around the house. I wanted to follow but my flip-flops were at the back door, so I went through

our house instead.

In the kitchen, I stood on my tiptoes and peeked out the window above the sink. Mom pointed to the

bamboo stick outline of the deck she'd made, and Jim nodded. Joseph walked over to our maple tree and sat

down, right in my spot. He looked up and noticed me watching him. I ducked and crouched next to the cabinet. I

wrapped my arms around my knees and held them to my chest; I could feel my heart beat like a rabbit's would

before it ran away.

As my heart slowed, I felt silly hiding in my own house. I stood up to open the fridge and pulled out a

carton of chocolate milk. I took out a tall glass from the cabinet. Aiden and I always argued over which glass held

more—the tall skinny ones or the short fat ones. It was important to know which glass was the biggest for when we

had guests over and were allowed to drink pop.

I filled the glass all the way up and put the carton back in the fridge. I held the cold glass with one hand

and as I turned around my eyes went to the window. Joseph was there looking in. I nearly jumped, and felt the

drink slip from my hand; I couldn't grab it in time and as I looked down, I saw the last few seconds of the fall in slow

motion. The glass shattered on the tile. Creamy brown milk splattered on the floor and against the bottom

cupboards.

"Crap!" I put my hand over my mouth as soon as I said it. I looked back to the window to find Joseph was

gone. Mom came in a few moments later.

"Stay put, Ally." Mom kept her sandals on while she gathered the bigger broken pieces into what was left

of the base of the glass, then put them into a plastic milk bag. I kept my bare feet in the same place as she

handed me paper towels and we both sopped up the chocolate milk. Mom then fetched my flip flops and the

broom to sweep around me first. We both looked for stray shards of glass. They were everywhere. In each corner

we found tiny pieces, scattered, like speckled stars across the sky.

I was lucky Dad wasn't home—he always got angry with us if we broke something, shaking his head and

saying we needed to be more careful. Mom was more patient and never got mad over an accident. When we

finished cleaning up I looked out the window again and saw Joseph back in my spot under the tree.

That afternoon, Mom stood next to the sink with a cutting board. She used a long knife to remove white

globs of fat and goosebumped skin from chicken legs and thighs. Everything she sliced away from the chicken

was pushed off the cutting board into the sink. She gave the milky pink pieces of meat a quick rinse under the tap

before placing them in a metal bowl. I didn't like raw chicken, it was one step too close to the chicken being killed.

"What are we having for dinner?"

"Chicken curry."

"Can't we have a barbeque?" I didn't like chicken curry and thought Canadian food tasted better.

"Not tonight, honey. I've got to finish this before your father comes home, and then get to work on my

essay before my shift tonight."

"Can I have Kraft Dinner then?"

Mom stopped cutting and looked out the window. "Ally, can you do me a favour? Go ask Jim and his son

if they need any water? It must be hot out there in the sun."
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I hoped she wouldn't also ask me to bring a jug of water out. I might drop that too.

When I got outside I was surprised at how much had been done in just a few hours. The lumber lay in

different stacks around the yard, with a workbench and the tools in the centre. There were two deep, round holes

in the grass, and next to the holes sat a large pile of fresh dirt with a shovel stuck in its side. I didn't see Joseph by

my maple tree, but Jim was behind the pile of dirt—he was bent over drinking from the garden hose. He held the

hose in one hand like an ice cream cone and took long gulps. It wasn't until he stood up straight and wiped his

mouth with the back of his hand that he noticed me.

"Hello there." He had one crooked tooth among others, but his smile was too wide for him not to be a nice

person. "Do you want a drink?" He held up the hose, water still flowing out.

I took the hose and held it sideways in one hand, like eating a corn on the cob with a big stalk. I'd learned

to drink this way because Aiden always tried to kink the hose when I went to take a sip; only for a second, so water

would rush up into my face, and sometimes up my nose.

"Can you do me a favour, young lady?" He picked a few tools out of a nearby white plastic pail. "Can you fill

this guy up to here?" He took the pencil from behind his ear and made a mark on the inside of the bucket. The

pencil looked like it was sharpened with a knife; the edges were carved straight to a point, like a pyramid instead of

a cone.

"Sure." I directed the water into the pail and it made a hollow plastic bucket noise before it changed to a

water hitting water sound.

"Thanks. I'm just going to grab the concrete from the van."

Jim walked around the side of the house. The water soon reached the mark he made so I pulled the hose

a few feet over to Mom's garden and laid it down there. My eyes returned to the base of the maple tree where I

noticed Joseph's notebook. I looked around to check for him, then went over to the book. I knew I shouldn't go

through other people's things, but it sat in the spot where I liked to read and looked like it was left there for me. I

bent down and opened it. A blue pencil rolled out; it had a smooth wooden top instead of an eraser and was

sharpened the same way as Jim's. The first page was blank white and on the inside cover, "Joseph Billy" was

neatly written. When I turned the page I realized it was a sketchbook and not a notebook. There were mountains,

birds, rivers and trees drawn in detail and shaded in a way that made it seem like they were moving.

"That's mine!" Joseph grabbed the notebook away from me. There was a small scar above his left eye that

I hadn't noticed before.

"Sorry."

"Who said you could look at it?" I thought for a second he might come at me.

"Joseph, no fighting." Jim returned just in time. He carried a bag of concrete on his shoulder and dropped

it next to the pail with a thud. "Why don't you go turn off the water son."

Joseph obeyed his father and went to the side of the house where the faucet was.

"Don't mind him, sweetie, he's been in an awful mood all morning. Just leave him be for now." The water

from the hose soon trickled to a stop. Jim opened a bag of concrete and checked the water level in the bucket.

"Perfect." He poured the concrete into the bucket and a small cloud of dust rose into the air and made me sneeze.

"That's a mighty big sneeze for such a small person," he said, in a way that sounded like a compliment.

Jim attached a contraption to his drill that looked like a silver coat hanger bent into a long "J." He dipped it

into the pail and turned on the drill. The metal attachment spun and mixed the water and concrete. It reminded me

of when Mom made her pineapple and coconut cake. She used a hand blender to mix the wet and dry

ingredients. Afterwards, she removed the metal beaters and let Aiden and me each lick one clean. She poured the

mix into the pan we'd buttered, then straight into the oven before we could ask for more. She said it wasn't good to

eat too much because of the raw egg.

I watched Jim pour the concrete into one of the holes in the ground, but went back inside when Joseph

came back and sat under the tree. I stayed inside until they finished for the day and went home.

The next morning, the spin of the saw woke me with a fright and I knew that Jim and Joseph had returned.

I tried to avoid the backyard. After a strawberry Pop-Tart breakfast I went across the street to call on my friends,
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Johnny and Pearl, but they were still away at their grandma's. Mom was in her room working on her essay so I

watched The Price Is Right. The lady contestant had a snowman-shaped body. She didn't listen to the audience

shouting and overpriced her bid.

When I heard Mom in the kitchen I went to meet her.

"Are you finished with your essay?"

"Just a quick break." She held a hefty mango in her hand, brought it to her nose and said, "This is a good

one." Dad joked sometimes that she must have been a fruit fly in another life.

Mom glanced out the back window as she took out two plates, and a knife. "Ally, why don't you go

outside? It's so nice out. You should go play with Joseph, he's probably bored."

"I don't want to play with him."

Mom paused with the knife, like she was making the first cut in a birthday cake, then sliced away a piece

of mango from the huge seed; the cut was close but didn't touch the seed. She showed a slight smile at seeing

the bright orange inside, then cut the other side away too. She'd given a mango to Pearl's mom once, but didn't

think to tell her how to cut it. Pearl told me her mom spent a few minutes trying to cut right through the seed before

she gave up and threw it out.

Mom cut four large chunks of mango onto one plate, leaving the skin on. She placed the mango seed on

the other plate and passed it to me. The seed was a slippery, tricky treat to hold, but still my favourite part. I loved

to scrape the juicy flesh from the seed with my front teeth and afterwards pick out the fibres that would get stuck in

between them.

Mom said she'd had enough with two big pieces left. "Why don't you go offer them to Jim and his son.

Looks like they're having lunch." Before I could respond she added, "Back to my essay," and went back upstairs.

My first thought was to just eat the remaining pieces, but Mom's window upstairs overlooked the backyard

and she might know if I didn't go.

I rinsed my hands under the tap for longer than normal, nervous about facing Joseph again. I went to the

family room and grabbed the shell Dad gave me from the mantle. Dad had brought the shell with him when he first

came to Canada. When he gave it to me he told me it was from Baga Beach near his old home. He said he

wanted to bring part of the ocean with him. I hadn't seen the ocean yet—the closest thing we had near us was a

lake that we couldn't swim in. I put the shell in my pocket for good luck, then went outside with the plate.

The deck was beginning to take shape; I was careful to step over the frame as I carried the mango out.

The grass was littered with sawdust and wood chips that filled the air with a calming scent. Jim and Joseph were

sitting on a stack of lumber.

"My mom asked me to check if you wanted some mango."

"Sure," Jim said. "But only if you take my cheese in exchange." He held out a round Babybel cheese

wrapped in red wax.

I agreed, and they both took the mango from the plate; I peeled the wax off of the cheese and ate it in

three bites. I rolled the wax into a ball and then took out my shell and pressed the wax onto the outside of the shell.

"Delicious. Thank you, Ally." Jim placed the mango skin back on the plate.

I looked to Joseph to see if he was done, but didn't see his mango skin. He had an embarrassed look on

his face, and said, "I didn't know you weren't supposed to eat the skin."

"It's okay," I said. "Some people eat the skin too."

"What's that you have in your hand?" Jim asked me.

"It's a shell my dad gave me. If you put it to your ear you can hear the ocean. A girl in my class said it's only

your blood moving that makes the noise, but I don't think so."

"Can I see?" Joseph said.

"Sure." I held the shell out. He took it; I felt the roughness of his fingertips on the palm of my hand for just a

second.

"Back to work for me." Jim packed up his lunch and went back to measuring lengths of wood around the

frame.
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Joseph held the shell up to one ear, then the other.

"I hear it, but what's that other water sound?"

"Oh that's our next door neighbour's pond. Mr. Fanning. There used to be fish in the pond but the racoons

ate them—he swore so much that morning. He's kind of mean. When our tennis balls go over his fence he doesn't

let us go get them." I paused. "Do you hear the wind chimes?"

He nodded.

"Those are Mrs. Gardner's. Our neighbour on the other side. She's nicer."

"Do you hear that whistling?" he asked. "That's my dad." Joseph smiled for the first time; he had one

crooked tooth like his dad, and an even broader smile.

Jim whistled a song I recognized, but couldn't remember the words to. His hammering seemed to be in

beat with the tune. He was so quick—like the hammer was a part of his arm. Two taps to hold the nail in place and

then two harder ones to drive it clean into the wood.

We listened a little while longer as the hammer and whistle blended with the other backyard sounds. Then I

realized we were both just standing there, and I got nervous and started to talk again.

"Mrs. Gardner gave us that honeysuckle plant over there. Do you want to try one?"

I picked the thin flower and sucked the sweet drop of nectar from its base.

Joseph handed back my shell, and did the same with a flower.

I felt another sneeze coming on. My head tilted back, but I put my finger under my nose, like a moustache,

and stopped it.

Just then Joseph let out a big, "Ha-choo!" It was as if he'd stolen my sneeze. We looked at each other and

began to laugh. Joseph stopped when he noticed a monarch butterfly float by. It landed on one of the honeysuckle

flowers. Joseph slowly brought both hands up and around the monarch. I thought he was going to kill it, until I saw

how delicately he held its orange, black and white spotted wings.

"If you hold them too tight you'll crush them. Too loose and they'll fly away."

He brought the butterfly to his mouth. It looked like he might put it in his mouth, until I saw him whispering.

He lowered it, and then held it up to my face.

"Make a wish."

"Why?"

"Just whisper a wish, and it'll come true. Butterflies can't make any sound. They can't tell anyone your

secret, except the Great Spirit. It's true, my mom told me."

I leaned in and whispered my wish for a million more wishes too quietly for him to hear. Joseph whispered

as well, but took longer to make his wish—I had a feeling it was for something he really wanted. He let the butterfly

go, and it fluttered away.

The rest of the day felt like a dream. It went by too fast, like someone had pushed the clock hands around

with their finger to speed up time. Joseph and I played together the whole afternoon. He showed me how to hit a

nail properly, and I showed him how to play badminton. Our net was broken but we just put a broomstick on the

ground and hit the birdie back and forth. It flew into Mr. Fanning's backyard once, but Joseph just hopped the

fence to get it back.

On the third day, the sound of the saw woke me with less of a scare. I had dreamt of the ocean. I was a

fish, swimming with many others. When I tried to swim free, going whichever way I wanted, I got separated from the

school. I wandered the ocean and searched to find those like me, except I woke up before I found anyone. My

dream catcher must not have been working.

That morning, I had to go grocery shopping with Mom. By the time we got back and put everything away it

was already the afternoon.

The deck looked like a deck now, yet my first steps out onto it were cautious.

"Almost done," Jim said to me from the other side where he was working on the stairs. "It's safe. Go on,

jump as hard as you can."

I did a little hop first, but when I felt how sturdy it was I jumped full strength twice.
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"Atta girl." He stood up, then turned to Joseph who was sitting on the grass next to the toolbox and a

loose pile of wood. "Just gotta run to the hardware store. I'll be back in a flash."

Joseph nodded. I walked over and sat beside him on the grass. He had a magnifying glass in his hand

and directed the sun to a point on the rubber sole of his shoe. I saw no smoke, yet there was a funky smell in the

air.

He reached over to the pile of wood and pulled a long piece in front of him. He raised the magnifying glass

and started to burn dark lines into the light wood grain with the sun rays. I stayed quiet as he drew. A shape started

to appear—a shell. And beside it, the outline of a butterfly.

When he finished, all I could do was stare. I'd never been given a gift like that. I didn't know what to say,

and so I said the first thing I could think of. "I'm thirsty."

"I'll go turn on the water." Joseph ran to the side of the house.

I found the hose coiled in the grass like a snake. It soon came alive as water began to flow. I drank.

Joseph came back and I handed him the hose. He held it vertically like his father. I couldn't resist bending

the hose into a kink. He leaned in and looked right into the spout just as I let my grip loosen. Water gushed out and

into his face. He covered his eye with both hands. I moved closer to see if he was okay, but caught the smile

forming in his cheeks too late. He put his thumb to the spout and sprayed me from head to toe. I let out a scream

and tried to wrestle the hose away from him. Our laughter joined the other backyard noises as water flew in all

directions.

Jim finished the stairs that day and said, "There's just the railing to do tomorrow. Should only take a couple

hours." When they left, I went back inside. Everything seemed darker as my eyes adjusted to being out of the sun.

It reminded me of coming out of a movie theatre during the day—your eyes go from dark to light instead, but it was

the same feeling. Sometimes, if the movie is really good, you're not ready to go back to the world you knew.

I got excited the next morning when I heard the hammering from the backyard. It was the last day Joseph

would be coming, and I wanted it to be special. I braided my hair and put on my favourite pair of jean shorts. Mom

never wore perfume—I tried to look for some in her room that I could spray myself with while she was eating

breakfast, but didn't find any. The only thing I had was an old Chatelaine magazine that Pearl had given me. It had a

fold out section with sample perfume. I rubbed the page on my neck before I went outside.

Jim was putting up the railing, but I didn't see Joseph anywhere.

"Where's Joseph?" I asked.

"Oh, his mother came and took him."

I waited for Jim to say more, give an explanation, but he directed his attention back to his work.

I went back inside. I couldn't believe Joseph didn't tell me he wasn't coming back. He didn't even say

goodbye. I got angry with him for a few minutes, but then wondered if he even knew his mother was coming to get

him.

Jim completed the railing an hour after he arrived. Mom finished her essay that morning too. She told Jim

he'd done an excellent job and wrote him a cheque. She asked if he painted too. He said he did, then folded the

cheque and slid it into his shirt pocket. He thanked her again, then packed up the last of his tools and drove away.

I remember hoping that Jim might come back to paint and bring Joseph along too, but when Dad called

him a month later, his number was disconnected. It was a scary feeling I had then, realizing how easily people can

enter and exit our lives.

When I found Joseph's letter, I was making myself a mini-putt course in the backyard from an old set of

golf clubs someone had given my dad. I was digging a hole in the grass beside the deck with a garden spade.

When I looked up I saw the drawing Joseph had made with the magnifying glass. On the underside of the railing,

there was a shell, a butterfly and a heart in between. My first love letter, written with the sun, in a place the sun now

didn't reach.

* * *

We moved from that house a few years later. By then, Mom had finished certifying her education, found a

teaching job, and pushed my fears of a banker forcing us to leave our house away. And yet we still left that house
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sooner than any of us had expected. Mom became pregnant with my baby brother, Eric, and our house became

too small.

I remember my maple tree lost its leaves early the year we moved. Dad said, "It knows we're leaving." He

told me the same thing happened back home to a mango tree that stood on their property for years. The same

year they moved to Canada the tree stopped giving fruit. All life left the tree and it stood like a stone for years before

it was eventually brought down by the monsoon rains.

I made sure to say goodbye to my tree before we left. I held my hand to its bark for a long while before I

walked away. I wished we could have taken it with us. I'd wanted to take the section of deck railing where Joseph's

drawing was too, but that meant I would have had to tell someone else it was there. I remember learning that

summer just how delicate love was. How it sometimes floated into our lives when we weren't expecting it to. How it

needed to be seized before it disappeared, and yet also held gently, so as not to be crushed.

Our neighbourhood friends, Pearl and Johnny, had told us that after we left, the people who moved into

our house changed everything. They ripped up the deck and put in a stone patio. Even though it was their house, I

resented them for it. That feeling faded with time and eventually the memories that we made in our new house,

made it our new home. It was somewhere in between house and home, that I grew up. I went to high school. And

after high school I left for college in Toronto.

* * *

Springtime in the city is my favourite season. The winter grumps have a harder time being grumpy, with the

sun shining and patios opening. Months of dry skin and bundling up are forgotten as Vitamin D-deprived citizens,

myself included, find any reason to go outside a good one.

I take my time walking to my Photographic History class, as I'm early. I switch my Tim's steeped tea from

one hand to the other and make a mental note to grab a napkin next time.

I walk in the direction of Grange Park, but stop at a wooden telephone pole across the street. There are

layers of posters stapled to the pole—the top one is a show for a band named 'Wine Jacket' with someone named

'Aitch' opening. The wood looks scarred by the staples driven on top of each other, rusted and black. I place my

tea on the concrete next to my sneakers while I take the cap off my camera and snap a photo.

I find a bench in the park and sit and sip my tea. As I drink the last gulp, which is sweeter than the rest, I

notice a black squirrel nearby digging a hole in the grass. He moves a few yards over and starts to dig again. I

wonder how many trees grow from the nuts that squirrels bury and forget about.

A larger grey squirrel approaches the first one and a chase begins. I follow their zigzags with my eyes until

they both dart up a tree to the right of me. Then I notice the tree next to the one they ran up. Well, not so much the

tree, but the young man sitting against its trunk. He has long, dark hair and his bare knees stick through two frayed

holes in his faded black jeans. There's something about the way he's hunched over his notebook that urges me to

investigate.

I walk to a garbage bin that's beyond where he sits, but don't pass by close enough to catch a glimpse of

his face. I toss my cup in the garbage and loop back, this time coming straight up behind him.

As I approach him, my steps are careful. My heart, pounding.

I'm close enough to see over his shoulder now; what I see on the page is the city coming alive as I've

never seen it before. His hands look dry, and his left holds a pencil that makes quick and crisp lines blending into

gentle shades. The scene looks like a dream. Or maybe a memory.

Then I notice the point of the pencil in his hand—the edges and tip are flat, like they were sharpened with a

knife.

I don't know whether to walk around and say hello, or just tap him on the shoulder. And if I do, what would

I say? What if it's not him? If it is, would he even remember me?

As these questions circle my mind, it's as if my nose knows the peculiarity of my predicament. I begin to

feel a tingling. I raise a hand to cover my face, but do not try to stop the sneeze from coming.
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No Sugar Tonight
Kori Frazier Morgan

(1970)

The Seeburg movie jukebox was delivered to the Venice Café in Kent, Ohio in the fall of 1969. It was the

first of its kind, an innovation that was as much of a draw to the bar's college crowd as the genuine Italian pizza.

When Alex and his bandmates went there to grab late night meals on the weekends or discuss plans for their

shows, they inevitably ended up standing shoulder to shoulder around the jukebox, popping in quarters.

The way it worked was this: you chose your song, then watched the small TV screen in the center of the

jukebox, waiting for the machine to select a filmstrip to go with it. There were four movies total, in grainy black and

white, and all of them involved girls dancing in different locales—a Go Go dancer doing the Monkey on a brightly lit

stage, a bikini blonde digging her heels into the sand, a pale woman skipping through a wheat field in a nightgown-

like dress.

Alex's favorite was the girl sitting on a haystack in a barn, strands of hay stuck in her long braids. She wore

a red gingham shirt tied in a knot under her chest, and didn't dance, but only sat there, throwing hay into the air

and letting it rain down around her. Sometimes, after Lyle and Maddy and Dave had gone home, Alex would stay

behind to pay for drinks, then inch back toward the jukebox to watch her one more time because he liked the way

she made him feel. It wasn't sexual—he didn't have fantasies of pinning her down on the barn floor, undressing her

to just her denim culottes and hay-stuck pigtails. But the image of her still spoke to him. He sensed her wondering,

the way she gazed upward as if searching for a way out of the glass, whether there was something beyond the

Seeburg's dark screen.

The day before their gig at the Agora in Cleveland, the four of them sat in the Venice working over their set

list. Their band, The Purple Orange, had been generating buzz across northern Ohio for about a year; they played

three nights a week at J.B.'s, one of the myriad clubs that lined the downtown Kent area, did a small tour of the

Midwest with some big-name national artists, and recorded a single in heavy rotation on local radio. Then, just a

few days ago, an agent who was in the audience at one of their Kent concerts invited them to play the Agora for a

talent showcase of major local acts, where the audience would include some "important people". It was the biggest

opportunity they'd had so far, and the fact that he already seemed interested in The Purple Orange gave Alex extra

encouragement. The agent had said if they could blow away a packed house the way they did the tiny basement

of J.B.'s, they might make a deal.

"You know," Alex said, "we've been doing fine until now. But tomorrow, we've got to blow these people

away. This thing could really happen."

Maddy, their lead singer, laughed at him and curled her long blonde hair around her fingers. "We're already

on the radio, dope," she said. "We opened for the Edgar Winter Band and the friggin' Buckinghams. Look around.

It's already happened."

"No," Alex answered. "Nothing's happened yet."

Maddy leaned against their bass player, Lyle, her eyes dazed to the point where Alex couldn't tell what she

was looking at or feeling. She curled her legs onto the seat of their booth and kept looping her hair around the tips

of her fingers, then letting the strands spring loose. Alex worried about her—not just because of what she was doing

to herself, but what she could do to the band. Maddy and Lyle had been at the National Guard protest in May, still

hyped up from the three days of riots, while Alex chose to stay at the house the band shared across town and not
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get involved. When they tried to get him to come to campus with them, he explained that his feelings about the war

were personal; although it outraged him, he was against public displays of outcry. He had privately made the

decision to go to Cleveland and hop a boat to Canada if he was drafted, but beyond that, nothing they did could

result in anything productive, especially when the National Guard was involved. The rest of the group, though, didn't

understand this, especially Maddy, who was a firecracker when it came to injustice. At Kent State, though, she'd

finally burned out at both ends. She saw a girl get shot and drop like a sandbag at her boyfriend's feet, and hadn't

been the same for the past four months.

Lyle scribbled their standard numbers down on a notepad. He took another sip of beer, soaking the

bottom of his blonde moustache, not seeming to have heard anything Alex and Maddy said. "We need to open

with something they'll know. If we kick off with the single, some people might know it, but we won't get as strong a

reaction right out of the cage. If they go apeshit from the top of the set, especially if they know the words, it can

only go up from there."

"Yeah, but 'Paradox' has killer vocal tracks," Alex said. "That agent said he liked it. And don't forget that

Maddy's really what we're selling here. If we pick something to cover, it's got to have massive vocal potential." He

kicked her under the table, aiming at her dangling sandal. She shifted a little, but barely looked up. "What about

you? Any ideas?"

She gave an uneven sort of shrug. "You guys figure it out. I'm game for anything."

Alex and Lyle exchanged a look across the table. Maddy had a mesmerizing talent, the kind of voice that

was pleasurable to both listen to and perform with. But ever since Kent State, she either channeled her feelings into

the song, her full voice filling the cave-like interior of the downtown club, or cratered in public emotional outbursts.

Every show had only one thing in common: they never knew which Maddy would show up. Last summer, Lyle

drove her to a clinic in Akron, where a doctor said it was a bad case of nerves. He gave her a prescription for a

tranquilizer, which Maddy seemed to take according to her own instructions. It was true that she was edgy—Alex

knew she walked a thin divide between placid and spool—coil tight. But taking the pills sent her to a place that was

too strange for him to watch—filterless, no restraint, no regard for her actions, or those of others. Too mellow to

care.

"I vote for 'No Sugar Tonight'," Dave said. He was high, and it was the first thing he'd said the whole band

meeting. "People know that one. It's got killer grooves."

Lyle frowned at him, as if surprised he'd actually come up with a good idea. "Yeah," he said. "Let's do that.

The Guess Who it is."

As they left The Venice for the band's VW bus, Alex caught Lyle by the sleeve of his jacket and they

lingered at the entrance. "What's Maddy's thing today?" Alex said.

Lyle rested his elbow against the brick wall of the building, pressing his hand to his forehead. Alex realized

he looked terrible, and knew he'd probably been up with her half the night. "She took those pills after the show last

night and was drifting in and out until about four in the morning. Started babbling about all kinds of stuff—people I've

never heard of, guys from high school. That girl who died."

"She gonna be okay?" Alex said. He thought of a few nights ago at J.B.'s, when she burst into tears in the

middle of their single, "Paradox", and ran offstage, disappearing into the wings. The band spent the rest of the set

thinking back to before Maddy was in the band. She was so integral to their music, such a draw for crowds, that

most of their audience had just walked out that night.

"You know," Alex went on, "you should talk to her. This is an important show, Lyle. She doesn't seem to

get that."

"Don't worry about it," Lyle said. "I'll talk to her in the next couple days, try to get her in a good mood." He

grinned. "You know Maddy. She'll get it together. She's gonna blow these guys' minds." He thumbed toward the

group's yellow VW bus parked across the street, where Maddy was leaning against the passenger window,

watching them, lips at a precarious slant.

* * *

The last time Alex went to the Agora was four years ago, back in his junior year of high school. He'd grown

up in Alliance, an industrial town outside Canton, with parents who'd never expected much from him. Alex was a
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loner, sullen and quiet, and his father had always assumed there was something wrong with him, that he was a

delinquent in the making and would probably just end up in prison. Most days, Alex played records in his basement

bedroom and melted into the sounds from his headphones, or sat in the high branches of the beech tree behind

their house listening to his transistor radio. There was nothing wrong with him, other than that being with his family

was like being constantly on trial, having to justify his actions and defend his emotions, which his father was always

quick to deny.

One Saturday, Alex borrowed his friend's car and drove to Cleveland to see a matinee performance by the

Young Rascals. When he got to the Agora, he was so far in the back that he could barely see the microphones,

so he shoved his way through the mass of people packing the dance floor. He finally reached the stage, just as the

group counted off "Good Lovin'"—his favorite—and shot into the song in a way that left Alex hypnotized, watching

how the lead guitarist jerked his head back and forth, eyes closed, as he hammered into the breaks. The music

against the floor shook something up inside him that he now believed had been lying there his whole life, a fusion of

the intensity of their faces, the parts coming together, the bright light in a tunnel that gradually was beginning to

open at last. He stopped at a pawn shop on the way home and bought a beat up Gibson and an amp. Alex knew

he wanted to be a part of this, of the first thing that wrapped him into a place where he could finally rest.

Except he didn't. Not really. When he finally graduated high school and moved to Kent, he drowned himself

in LSD and dope, more high on drugs than his love for music, trying to drive the memory of his dad's voice out of

his mind and banish the past from his life. The Purple Orange was the first band that hired him. hey partied hard

before, during, and after shows, so much so that he barely remembered any of the gigs. He completely forgot

what brought him to Kent to begin with, and it wasn't until one frightening bad trip, walking through downtown

watching the pavement crack in front of his feet, that he realized he really was falling. He quit drugs, quit the

insanity, quit everything except the band, who didn't seem to get that he wanted to succeed, not squander the first

good thing that ever happened to him the way he almost had.

The afternoon of the show, the Agora smelled cold and wet, as if the brick walls were breathing out the last

wafts of fall. As Alex carried his guitar and a case of Dave's cymbals through the stage door, he thought of his dad

peering down into his basement bedroom, watching him pluck on his guitar, irritated by the crackling sound of the

poor amplifier connection. He wasn't sure why this still mattered, but it did; that rage that still curled up when he

thought of him, wanting to prove him wrong, giving him an itch to play that always transformed into raw energy by

showtime.

Lyle came in behind him, holding Maddy's hand, and the two stopped in the doorway while Alex walked

into the wings. She looked better today, less delicate and floundering. She'd put on some makeup, and the front

strands of her hair were curled into tiny sausage loops. Keeping a distance away from him, she and Lyle quietly

conversed, glancing at Alex once out of the corner of her eye, then Lyle kissed her on the cheek and walked back

outside.

Maddy scuffed her feet against the concrete floor, and Alex decided to join her, maybe scope out the

situation so he knew where they stood for the show. "You okay?"

She flicked her head to the left, a sideways nod. "Yeah," she said. "Sorry about the Venice yesterday. I

wasn't much help. I just—" Here came the part Alex hated, where she would lie even though they both knew it

wasn't the truth. "—didn't sleep well."

"You sure you're okay?" Alex said.

"Oh, I'm fine." Her voice rose on the last word, articulated it hard and fast. She kicked one foot in front of

the other, nearly tripping, and laughed as she steadied herself. "I'm ready to roll." In the dim light, he saw her wink at

him.

"You know," Alex said, "this is really big."

"I know. You won't shut up about it."

"I mean it. This could change everything." He stepped close to her, and her face was shadowy, one sided

in the dim light of the backstage. "You're so good. The way you sing—" Her eyes narrowed toward him, as though

suspecting flattery. "You've got to be great tonight," Alex said. "I mean, really, really great."

She turned away from him and didn't answer. He could hear her breathing, sort of shallow, the way she
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did when she was firing up for an argument. "What's that supposed to mean?" she finally said. "You think I don't

want to be great? You think I like this? Waking up every day not knowing how I'm going to feel?"

"That's not what I was talking about," Alex said, even though he knew it was. "But I know. I do know what

you mean."

Her lips curled together. "That's just it. You don't know. You weren't even there. You didn't see a guy

bleeding to death on a sidewalk. You didn't see that chick's boyfriend covered in her blood. You have no idea what

I'm talking about, which is why you have no right to give me orders."

"I'm not giving orders," he said. "I respect you. I respect what you think. But that's in the past. Do you really

want to ruin this for us because you can't just let it go?"

Maddy's small face contorted into a pug-like sneer. "Let it go? Damn it, Alex you really don't get it, do you?

You stayed home and listened to records instead of supporting the cause. That says everything."

"Maddy, stop it. We've been through this. I just couldn't go to that protest. Everything was already too

much. I told you, that isn't how I'm wired—it's not my way to be public about this stuff."

"Well 'your way' isn't how the rest of this world works," Maddy said. "I do what I can every night with what

I've got. I feel good right now. It's going to be a good night. What else do you want?"

Alex thought of his own drug phase, the widening cracks in the sidewalk and knowing he couldn't run from

himself anymore. "You do most of this to yourself, you know," Alex said.

"How dare you."

"Look," he said. "If there's one thing I've learned, it's that if you want something—that's enough fuel to get

you through. That's what playing music does. It doesn't matter where you've been or what you've seen. Music

changes that. Your emotions and the crap you put in your body, the ways you try to cope—they don't do jack."

"Fuck you, Alex." She slid off the stairs and walked through the curtains, giving him a bitter, slanted-eyed

look over her shoulder.

It was almost time to set up. Alex went outside and found Dave lying on a row of trap cases next to the

van, smoking a cigarette and singing the one-line chorus of "Whole Lotta Love" over and over, mimicking the guitar

riff with his mouth, smoke drifting in loops around his face " Wanna whole lotta love—NEEEEEEEER!—wanna whole

lotta love—NEEEEEEERR!!!!!"

Alex kicked his foot, and Dave looked up at him with squinty, half rolled eyes. "Get up," Alex said. "We've

got work to do."

"Man, screw that," Dave said, but got up anyway, half dragging his short stub of a body through the stage

door, leaving the drum cases behind.

* * *

Around five o'clock, musicians poured into the theatre, five or six groups, all fringed leather jackets and

tangled hair. Maddy was outside trying to bogart a joint from a guy with dark hair and tight jeans. She was talking

fast, gesturing with wide sweeps of her hands, and watching her from around the corner of the stage door, Alex

realized he knew the guy. His name was Eric, the lead singer for Eric and the Electrics. The Purple Orange had

played with him a couple of times before. Once, Alex saw Eric stick a rolled up pair of socks in his pants before he

went onstage when he thought no one was looking, then spent most of his set jutting his hips toward the audience

in a way that made girls hysterical. And that was about all he had—mediocre guitar skills, nursery rhyme lyrics, and a

pelvis—but no one seemed to notice. The only time Alex and Eric had actually spoken was at another concert

where Alex was in a good mood and decided to tell Eric he'd played a good show. Eric had shoved him out of the

way and kept walking as if he hadn't heard a thing.

Eric came inside before Alex had a chance to duck an encounter with him. "Hey man, how's it going?" Eric

said. "Been awhile. You guys ready?"

Eric had lost weight, and wore a mauve-colored blouse unbuttoned to his chest. When Alex looked closer,

he realized he was wearing eyeliner. "Suppose so," he said.

Eric raised his eyebrows and made a quick, hard hmmph in his throat. "Yeah, sure," he said, and headed

into the theatre. Alex wondered if word had gotten around that The Purple Orange was crashing, and now it was
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okay for the two of them to talk because competition had been eliminated. He blinked several times as he walked

away, as if trying to get the thought out of his mind.

Alex went downstairs to the basement dressing room, taking a moment to study the paper sign taped to

the door: THE PURPLE (written in orange) ORANGE (written in purple). Inside, Dave was lying on the floor, staring at

the ceiling, playing his drumsticks against his legs in a series of frenetic paradiddles. That's gotta hurt, Alex thought,

but Dave didn't seem to care. Maddy was sitting in Lyle's lap and had changed into a pair of jeans and a long red

blouse. She hadn't talked to Alex since earlier that afternoon, and when she looked at him, it was biting and edged,

lips tightly pressed together. It was a kind of anger he'd never seen in her. Maybe, though, it would fuel her voice;

maybe, unknowingly, she'd take his advice, convert her nerves and frustration into something sleek and stunning.

"So," Alex said. "What now?"

"We mellow out," Maddy said. She shot a hard glance in his direction. "I know that's not your style, Alex.

But we need something to do for the next hour or so. Come on. Hang loose for once."

Alex saw Maddy's prescription bottles pushed against the mirror along the makeup counter, morphing into

four red reflections. Upstairs, he could hear the first band warming up, a mumble of voices, a few erratic shouts

from the audience filing in. "No," he said. "This isn't a good idea. Dave's already torched and we have to play soon."

Maddy raised her eyebrows. They were plucked into graceful arches, and the knowing expression on her

face made her look more like Maddy than she had all day. She reached out toward him and poked her finger

against his nose. "Alex," she said, "please shut up. Dave can take care of himself."

She opened a bottle and popped two capsules into her mouth, staring into his eyes the whole time with

an unbreaking defiance. Alex felt something boil in the pit of his stomach, his body tensing. An image of his father,

looking down into the basement where Alex had set up his combination bedroom and music studio, fired into his

head—the premature wrinkles in his forty year old face, his lipless, accusatory glare. You and that fool guitar. Want

to ruin your life? End up in prison? He thought about how his only response was to crank up the volume on his

amp and press his fingers into the strings until they dug against his skin.

From the corner, Dave craned his neck sideways. His pupils were dilated, his mouth open in a grin that

revealed only his upper teeth. "Man," he said, "relax. I'm good! Forget about the rest of these losers—when tonight's

over, nobody's gonna rememmm—" He stopped, chewed on the word, then nodded to himself. "—forget Dave! I'm

burning this place to the ground!"

Maddy grinned and tossed an empty prescription bottle across the room. It hit Dave straight on in the

forehead, and he laughed, without even moving.

"Sure, Dave," Alex said. "Sure you are."

Upstairs, the Agora's ballroom was filled to capacity. Alex watched the show from the wings, the mass of

heads in the crowd swaying and bouncing as a group called The Bill of Rites played a wild fusion of psychedelic

and British pop with no rhythm, just screeching guitars and screaming lyrics. Still, the audience was loving them,

and Alex wondered if half of them were stoned, if no matter how bad The Purple Orange played, they would still go

insane for them, producing the kind of ecstatic reaction that would show agents that no matter what happened

onstage—they still had potential.

Alex thought he'd have to force the band out of the dressing room, but they came up on their own. "You

guys ready?" he said. The lights from the stage offset Maddy's body in a way that seemed to make her pants cling

to her, and he realized how thin she'd gotten, her face tightly sculpted around her cheekbones.

Lyle put his arm around her shoulder, shifting the neck of his bass to his other hand. "Yeah," he said. "Let's

do this."

The master of ceremonies was Larry "The Duker" Morrow from WIXY,he was Alex's favorite, but Alex was

too shaken with nerves to appreciate the fact that the disc jockey was introducing his band. The Duker recited their

short list of accomplishments—headliners at J.B.'s in Kent, opening for The Buckinghams at Chippewa Lake Park, a

small regional tour as an opening act, their rising local hit "Paradox". And then, let's welcome to the stage, The

Purple Orange!, the round of shouts from the house, and they were out.

"No Sugar Tonight" began just with Alex and his guitar, quiet chords that built into louder, minor

accompaniment to the bassline. He would get them off on the right foot. As he moved out of his opening solo, he
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glanced over his shoulder at Lyle, waiting for the low, plucking bass notes that signaled the vamp into Maddy's

vocals. Maddy leaned into the microphone stand as if gripping it for support. Then, she belted the opening lines,

and the crowd howled with recognition, then quieted, Maddy drawing them in, making them listen.

The notes sounded effortless, rising out of her birdlike body. When she and Alex began to harmonize near

the end of the song, its verses mashed against each other, their eyes locked even as different words came from

their mouths. Alex was struck by her focus, the way she stared at him, her eyes tightened and angry and blue, and

was too caught up in how perfect she sounded to worry about the edge in her voice. It only made her sound more

beautiful, and he took pleasure in knowing that maybe she'd reconsidered what she said that afternoon, that talent

and opportunity had to win sometimes and you just had to shelve your pain. He could feel their voices from the

speakers on either side of the stage, his breath turning to mist on the mic, the shake and chill in his chest that he

felt whenever Maddy sang. By the time they finished the song, it was a year ago, before the gunshots and the

dead girl and the pills, and the ghost of Maddy was resurrected. He never wanted to leave the stage.

The song ended. In front of the mic, Maddy jumped up and down, her eyes wide and wild, her hair wavy

with static. She grabbed the mic stand and leaned over the edge of the stage. The crowd was still cheering.

"Thank you!" she shouted, but they drowned her out, so she said it again. Alex watched her from behind, how she

bounced on the balls of her feet and raised her hands over her head, quieting them. She closed her eyes and led

her head fall back, seeming to take in the silence. Alex felt a cold, sinking feeling in his stomach. Now that the song

was over, anything could happen.

Alex exchanged a glance with Lyle, who seemed unconcerned, fiddling with the tuning on his bass. Maddy

was looking at the audience, hesitating just a little longer, a glazed, faux-peaceful look over her face. Alex,

recognizing that expression from the previous times, knew what was about to happen.

On an impulse, he played the first few notes of "Paradox", hoping that maybe the rest of the band would

follow. "Cut that out," Maddy yelled over her shoulder. She gave Alex the same cold stare, instantly dissolving the

calm expression. Before Alex had the chance to do anything else, she moved back toward the mike, pushing it

toward the edge of the stage.

"I don't have to tell you," Maddy announced, "that we're at war." There was some cheering from the crowd

muddled by the acoustics of the room. The tone of her voice heightened. "And I don't just mean in Vietnam. I mean

right here where we live, where citizens who have the balls to say something about all this have somehow become

the enemy. Just six months ago, Governor Rhodes whipped his dick out and sent the pigs to Kent State to show

us what the military's made of." The audience responded with a noise Alex couldn't distinguish as positive or

negative. The sick feeling in his stomach intensified. "It's bad enough we have to deal with them killing babies in

Saigon," Maddy went on. "Now they're doing it here, too."

The noise grew louder. Alex looked at the well-treaded stage floor, staring at the grooves in the wood as if

he could somehow bring himself out of a dream, biting the inside of his bottom lip. Had she actually said "killing

babies"? Or had he just imagined it? He glanced up at Lyle, whose smile seemed to have weakened. The only

person in the auditorium who seemed at peace with what had just happened was Maddy, her eyes smug and self-

satisfied.

"Hey!" A voice rose out of the discord in the audience, and Alex could see a guy shoving his way to the

front of the stage, stumbling a little when someone pushed him out of his way and tried to keep him from coming

through. He shouted out again, and this time Alex could faintly see him in the stage lights, a half-shadow of a face.

The guy in the crowd pointed up at Maddy. "Hey, lady!" he shouted. "My brother was one of those 'pigs'. He didn't

know what the hell he was doing. He was just following orders. His life's shot enough as it is without having to worry

about commies like you saying he's a murderer. Shut up and play some music like you're supposed to."

"Yeah?" Maddy said. She was leaning over the side of the stage now, staring him down. "What about Bill

and Sandy and Jeff? What about Allison? You think their lives aren't shot?"

"My brother's wrecked," the guy in the audience repeated. "You don't understand. He's not himself

anymore and he didn't ask for any of it."

"He should be locked up," Maddy snapped back. "They all should. Anyone with innocent blood on their

hands, from Saigon to Kent State! Fuck the pigs! Ho, Ho, Ho Chi Minh, N.L.F. is gonna win!"
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The rest of the crowd joined in on the chant. Maddy jumped off the stage into the crowd, shoving her way

through the audience, trying to find the guy in the dim light. The sound of glass smashing echoed from the back of

the theater. Dave started banging on his drums, keeping time with the audience. "We're going to play another song

now," Alex said into his microphone, but his voice trailed off when he saw cops come in the back entrance. A

panicked expression crossed Lyle's face as he noticed this, too, and he leapt off the stage after her, pushing his

way through the mob trying to find her. Alex unplugged his guitar and walked off stage, not caring if anyone

noticed.

He went back to their dressing room, where he sat on the vanity table and leaned against the mirror. He

didn't know how long the noise from the stage went on—the sound of the ecstatic crowd mixed with police sirens

and Dave's drums, but knew it continued longer than it probably should have. When the next act was finally allowed

to play, he could still hear the crowd trying to overpower them, faint strains of the Ho Chi Minh chant breaking

through. He spent the next hour or more thinking about how quickly the performance tanked—that perfect fusion of

notes Maddy had bludgeoned to pieces. There was no doubt that it was over now; a little controversy in music

was good if you were the Doors on Ed Sullivan, but when next morning's headline read Local Band Incites Riot, the

odds of being able to escape it weren't good.

Finally, Lyle and Dave came through the door, alone, Lyle looking fatigued and sick. "Hey man!" Dave

shouted. "Maddy got arrested!"

Lyle told Dave to shut up and sidled over to Alex at the vanity. "It's true," he said after a moment. "They got

her for disorderly conduct. Her and about twenty other people." He sat next to Alex and let his head lull to the side,

as if staring at his own reflection in the mirror. "Man, I really tried," he said. "You gotta believe me. I did try to talk to

her. I told her she couldn't pull any crap at this show, not tonight. She promised she wouldn't."

"Well, Maddy's not real great at upholding bargains," Alex said. He was trying to hold back the urge to

explode, to let out his anger at Lyle for not taking the situation more seriously. But somehow, it didn't seem like the

place. Their lead singer was in jail, along with a bunch of people who went to a rock concert not planning to get

arrested. Letting his rage boil over would just make the situation worse. "Even before the shooting, she still wasn't.

You know that. So what happens now?"

"Well, nothing yet," Lyle said. "Bail's set at five hundred dollars, so we've got to come up with the money

tomorrow and get her out. I figure we'll ask Joe at J.B.'s."

"We can't," Alex said. "He can't know about this. He'll fire us."

"He'll find out eventually," Lyle said. "You know he wasn't too thrilled about the student protest movement,

especially after they trashed his club during the riots." They both sat there for a moment, staring at the floor. "You

were right," he finally said. "We shouldn't have gone to that protest. Sometimes, it's better to just shut up."

Alex felt a twinge of satisfaction to hear him admit this, then remembered that satisfaction didn't matter, not

this way. Maybe that was what it had all been about, really. Convincing everyone—his dad, Lyle, Maddy, the world—

that he was right. He put his arm around Lyle's shoulder. "Maybe after we have Maddy back, we can leave Ohio,

go someplace else where they've never heard of us, change our name. Maybe Canada." He laughed darkly, but

Lyle didn't respond, and it occurred to Alex that starting over wouldn't be that easy.

They started packing up their instruments to load the van. As Alex walked toward the back of the stage, he

passed the agent who'd given them the tip about this show, shaking Eric's hand. Eric looked smug, grinning while

the agent looked at him the same way he'd looked at Alex and Maddy once—a gaze full of promise, discovery, that

assured them a ticket upward. Alex continued toward the stage door, pretending not to notice Eric's sly, satisfied

grin.

* * *

It was just after two in the morning when they got back to the house. Alex parked next to the curb and got

out of the van, not knowing what Lyle and Dave were planning on doing and somehow not really caring. He didn't

tell them where he was going, and they didn't ask. He decided to head down Route 59 toward downtown, the

noise from the bars audible in the distance, the road mostly empty.

It was nearly one in the morning, but the city was open for business almost all night on the weekends. On
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Franklin Avenue, a herd of college students trudged down the sidewalk, drunk and smelling of grass. Farther up the

block, music trickled out the door of a club, someone hollered a wolf-like wail of noise. It was true, Alex considered,

that there could be more rock shows, more agents and producers, maybe a chance meeting at J.B.'s when the

band resumed their regular show schedule next week, provided that Joe didn't have a stroke when he found out

what happened. Maybe a manager from the concert would step up and make them an offer, thinking Maddy's

charisma could be tamed into something marketable. But somehow, Alex could feel that it was over—that all of it

had been taken away, when it was really too distant to even be able to touch.

A drunk kid in a Kent State t-shirt stumbled toward him, his eyes big and bloodshot, looking at Alex with a

squinted gaze that suddenly brightened. He pointed toward Alex, stumbling over his feet. "Hey!" he shouted.

"You're the guy—the guitarist! From the purple band!" At any other time, Alex might have found this funny. The kid

shook his head, his hair shaking back and forth. "You guys—you're outta sight, man. You're like better than

anything." Alex brushed by him without answering, hitting his shoulder against him.

He went to the Venice. It was empty, except for a group of frat boys shooting pool who looked at him with

that same sense of recognition that made him sick inside. He went to the back of the room, where the jukebox

was waiting, and popped in a quarter. As Tommy James sang "Crimson and Clover", the shaky vibrato of the guitar

melodious in the smoky air, Alex watched the farm girl frolic in the hay, in the ephemeral black and white of the

screen, over, and over, and over. The straw rained down around her pale, outstretched arms, her eyes seemed

quiet and sensitive, as if she were inviting him to climb into the barn with her, let her gather the muscles of his

shoulders into her kneading hands, rest her chin against his neck. She looked right at him, met his eyes, then dove

into the haystack with a laughing, closed-eye smile. He hoped he had enough spare change to last the night.
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Beth Escott Newcomer

Beth Escott Newcomer is a writer based in Fallbrook, CA. where she owns and operates a graphic design
business, and is co-owner of a cactus and succulent nursery. Her work has appeared in a number of literary
journals such as The Alembic,Bluestem, Paterson Literary Review, Sand Hill Review, Stickman Review, and Tulane
Review. In 2013, her story "Tightrope" was nominated for a Pushcart Prize.
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Cold Feet
Beth Escott Newcomer

My feet are so cold.

I am stuck in this hospital bed, enduring the dull interval between what they call "lunch" and what they call

"dinner". Around here, meals are more of a way to keep time than a culinary experience—especially when your diet

is so limited. I'd say it's about four in the afternoon.

Through the fifth-floor window, I've been watching heavy equipment operators working the cranes,

swinging around twenty-foot lengths of steel I-beam, building the skeleton of the new wing of the hospital. The sun

is low in the sky. Almost quitting time.

They can't fool me. I've stood outside that door, out in that same hallway countless times, my hand on the

shoulder of a loved one while I softly recount the details of the patient's last moments, suppressing rage against

failure—mine and that of my science—to keep some promise of immortality. But today I am the patient, not the

doctor. I now see the flaw in my own reasoning, based as it was on the idea that we should live on the earth

forever, that it is some kind of injustice to be forced to leave.

The attentive staff thinks I will die here. They think my daughters will come straight from LAX in rental cars to

catch me in my last moments; that Nate and his wife, Maggie, will dutifully keep company with Grace on the couch;

that everyone will wear a happy face, hide their grief, their fear, their anger. They think my children will apologize for a

hundred tiny things that don't matter, like totaling the car, like marrying a man I disliked, like dropping out of college.

They will expect me to apologize right back for big stuff, like missing the school play/science fair/piano recital, like

taking them all rock hunting in the hot desert when they really wanted to go to Dodger Stadium. Like never slowing

down to retire and spend some sitting-around time with Grace. Like loving my patients and my slides and my

books more than them. And then, surrounded by everyone, newly atoned and amended, they think I will take my

last breath.

But that's not the way it's going to be. Instead, it will happen like this:

Maggie will walk in a few minutes from now, dressed in her office clothes, carrying a plastic container filled

with cut-up melon, an orchid plant not yet in bloom, and the latest copy of Scientific American. She will light up the

room, brimming with energy, and will crack some awful pun designed to make me chuckle. And I'll oblige, then

seize the bowl of melon and greedily eat every piece, the juice running over my lips and down my chin.

She'll tell me where everyone else is today: Nate's at the emergency room with one of his workers, who

cut himself; Leslie is still in Seattle, burdened with yet another in the endless parade of legal problems involving her

troubled and troublesome sons; Denise may arrive later tonight from New York, although no one knows for sure if

she will or at what time; Grace is at home with her caretaker, oblivious in her Alzheimer's haze. And in this cheerful

offhand way, between the lines of her story, she will explain why it's just the two of us in this sad room.

She'll ask how I am, and I'll say, like I always do, "Well, I'm still vertical." And then we'll both laugh—she a little

weakly, me with a hearty guffaw—until we stop when we both realize I'll need to freshen up my sparkling repartee if

I'm going to be answering that question from this decidedly horizontal hospital bed. And then we'll laugh again.

Damn it. My feet are so cold.

I'll tell her that when she gets here. She'll unwrap a pair of thermal socks with rubber nubs on the soles,

throw back the covers, and slowly, gently roll them on past my twisted and cracked old man's toenails, over my

veiny and scaly old man's feet.
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I'm thinking now of all the places those feet have been: walking barefoot along the unpaved, pre-

Depression roads of Michigan, losing all track of time in a study of the local flora and fauna—late for dinner again and

again, the boarders clamoring for their food and me the holdup as usual; inside borrowed patent leather shoes a

size too small, carrying my father's casket to a hole in the ground next to my mother's still-fresh grave; sweating

inside heavy work boots, weeding the flowers in Mr. Wiseman's nursery, on my feet and on my knees for so many

unpaid hours, treating his stock with such care that he paid my way through medical school, choosing me over his

own son—a kid who acted like he didn't need to be interested in anything. Oh, but I was interested in everything.

Rocks, butterflies, beetles, fish, birds, plants. Clouds and weather, chemistry and math. I filled every empty space

in my heart and my mind with science and nature.

My feet: wiggling toes under the covers with Grace before we were married, snuggling close way back at

the beginning; losing a nail when I dropped that bag of fertilizer on my big toe just last month, at the start of this final

chapter; limping along down the halls of the VA just a couple of weeks ago in my regular predawn rounds, joking

around with the men who will die there: "An apple a day keeps the doctor away," says one guy, rolling by. "Yeah, I

suppose, as long as your aim is good," I reply.

Those thin socks won't really do a thing, but I'll thank Maggie. I'll tell her, "I want you and Nate to stay and

take care of Grace until she dies—I've left money for that," and Maggie will tell me not to talk that way. She'll tell me

that I'll be coming home soon, and it'll be even better for us then because I'll have time to finally retire, to relax and

enjoy the beautiful gardens Nate and I have made. See, she believes my bullshit more than anyone else. She

secretly believes I'm not really dying, that it's a simple circulation problem that keeps my toe from healing, that even if

they take my foot clean off, I'll recover and can roll around the property in some kind of motorized scooter. She's

shown me the catalog—they call it a Jazzy. Nate and Maggie think they're getting me one for my birthday, and they

keep asking what color I'd like.

But I won't be around for my birthday. I'll be gone by then. They are right about one thing, though: I won't

be dying here. It will happen at home.

I remember walking the perimeter of my property for the first time, forty years ago when Malibu was still a

remote outback populated by hermits and horse people and folks living in little driftwood shacks on the beach. As I

walked around the grounds that first day, I remember hearing a voice behind me say, "This is the place. This is your

place." Turning around, I found no one there. I'm not a God guy. I'm a scientist. But I believe, that one time, he

broke our treaty and tapped me. Sneaky bastard.

As if I wouldn't have known this was my place: ten flat acres a mile from the beach, a place where the hills

fell down at my feet, a box canyon I could fill with my life, my plants, my projects. I was then, as I am now, a selfish

man. I suppose I never really cared if this could be Grace's place.

I'm thinking of a time maybe a week after we moved from our house in Brentwood. It was just the two of

us; the kids were tucked into bed for the night. I turned the lights on in the pool for the first time, and a vast

turquoise amoeba opened up in the lawn. I remember we were sipping mai tais in that little rundown palapa that

used to stand beside the pool. A mockingbird serenaded us. Crickets conversed. We toasted. She looked away

into the darkness, already lonely. We said good-bye so long ago—maybe even that night—she vanishing into alcohol

and me into my work. And now, with her quick, bright mind dimmed by Alzheimer's, I wonder if she will even know

it when I'm gone.

Like I said, I won't be dying here in this room. It will happen a couple of weeks from now. Everyone will be

amazed at how well I'm doing, when they finally let me go home. Things around the house and garden will go back

to normal for a week or so. Even Maggie will quit hovering; on Friday, she'll casually wave good-bye to me on her

way to a weekend in Palm Springs. She won't even notice that the orchid plant she gave me will have suddenly

bloomed.

Just before dusk on the last day, Nate will come in from the garden and say, "Come quick, Dad, you've

got to see this strange bird!" and he will then help me into my wheelchair and push me outside. He'll wheel me

along under the canopy of avocado trees, and I will remember how strange I thought it was that Nate has always

stayed so close to me, since the first day we walked the property's edge together. We hardly knew each other

then, my little son and I. That was forty years ago, and frankly we haven't made much progress since. I have to
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admit he's been a big help to me over the years—hell, by that last day he'll be bathing me and wiping my ass.

Oh, sure, over the years I'd say thanks for this and that, but I never really spelled it out for him. How

important he has always been to me. How I couldn't have made this place without him. Instead, I'll wear the face of

disapproval until the bitter end, a face that says he really should have made his own life, his own place in the world.

At the end, as his captive, I'll be forced to admit the truth, and when I finally for once tell him how much I love him,

we'll both do the manly thing and cry.

In the twilight we will come to a little clearing in the yard where a young sycamore stands. And there will be

this bird, this strange bird sitting on a low limb—large, colorful, stately, unafraid. We'll both stare at it for a long time,

awestruck, full of wonder, and it will stare back at us. Nate will tell me he saw it for the first time the day before I

came home from the hospital, and now it's returned. "But it doesn't belong here," he'll say. And I'll say, "I've never

before seen such a creature in our garden." And we will return to the house, to the library, to find a picture of it in

one of my books. While Nate's back is turned, while he's occupied pulling a heavy volume from the shelf, I'll just slip

away.

"Oh damn!" will be my valediction. Because where I'm headed will never be as glorious as the place I left

behind.
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Madison Robbins

Madison is a MFA graduate student studying Fiction writing at Chatham University. Her work
has previously appeared in Writing Tomorrow Magazine and she has work forthcoming
in Flyleaf Journal. You can find her on twitter: @madrobbins.
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Letter to a Younger Me
Madison Robbins

Remember this: when you're seventeen and that boy with the baby face and the great arms is kissing up

and down your neck, ignore the seatbelt jabbing you in the back, and when he motions to your lower stomach and

fingers the button on the front of your too-tight jeans, you don't have to say "no" and "not tonight" because you

think it's the right thing to do, the better thing to do—because in all honesty if you say no to him and the guy after

that and the one after that then before you know it, you've got a Master's degree and your credit is good enough to

buy a house and you know more about fertility clinics than you do about first date etiquette and you see a donor as

the only way you'll ever become a mother because you don't know how you grew up so fast when you can hardly

remember being a kid in the first place; they'll tell you to wait for love or marriage or safety but if you wait too long

you might be too late, you might miss your window of fearful youth, your time to make mistakes with boys who

won't even remember your name until finally you find the one who does, and if you don't make mistakes when

you're too young to know better, you'll think it's too late and instead of letting yourself have one-night stands or go

on dates with men you know aren't good for you, or even the ones you know could be the one, you'll sit at home

and think about the life you've planned for yourself: how you'll be a single mother and a homeowner and one day,

after eighteen years have passed with children coming home to you day after day, you'll return to a house without

muddy footprints and laughter and dirty dishes and you'll wish you would have let that baby-faced boy have his way

with you in the backseat of that Dodge when you were seventeen, because maybe then you wouldn't have to be

so afraid to let a man close enough to you to love you and you wouldn't have to be so alone in life or in love or in

decisions or even in the home you created for yourself, by yourself.
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Guinotte Wise

Guinotte Wise welds and writes on a farm in Resume Speed, KS. He
welded a collection of short stories, Night Train, Cold Beer, that won
money, publication, and not much acclaim in 2013 (Pecan Grove
Press, available on Amazon). His novelRuined Days, and a short story
collection, Resume Speed, are in edit at Black Opal Books. His work
has been allowed into numerous literary reviews Including Atticus,Thrice
Fiction, and the 2015 Best New Writing anthology. Some work can be
seen here. His wife has an honest job in the city and drives 100 miles
a day to keep it.
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The Woman Who Looked Like Lana Turner
Guinotte Wise

("Oh, we'll laugh again, we'll just never be young again." Daniel Patrick Moynihan to Mary McGrory at JFK's

funeral when she said to him, "We'll never laugh again.")

My mother-in-law and I were on the run in 1963.

She looked like Lana Turner. She smoked and drank quite a lot, but her figure was stunning. My father

said of her, "Katherine looks like a Las Vegas showgirl." He also said, "Katherine Riley would be slinging hash in

Chicago if it wasn't for Everett." I doubted that, though Katherine was a little … earthy. A little Mae West. Everett was

her husband, my father-in-law, at the time we were on the run. We comprised a glamorous Bonnie and a callow

Clyde, thugs of love, drunk on it. But it lasted forty years.

Katherine and I were fond of Everett but our attraction to each other was strong and addictive. I'm sure she

loved him, but there was room in her capacity to love me as well. She lived voraciously, and loved without

hesitation. All in, the term for it is these days. We were certainly that.

I'd married Anne in a drunken fog. I was in love with Katherine, but that didn't seem like much of a future,

so I settled for Anne. Katherine had put the full court press on me on Anne's behalf when she discovered I was in

the Blue Book, the Kansas City Social Register, albeit as a girl, Ms. Leslie Wade. That made a difference to

Katherine, having been poor in childhood, raised in squalor I heard. She was often mistaken for Lana Turner, and

there were parallels: Ms. Turner, like Katherine, was the daughter of teenaged parents, and her father was a miner

in Appalachia. And, like Lana Turner, she aged well, remaining second-glance beautiful well into her fifties and

sixties. I met her in her early forties.

She was Everett's second wife; he'd left a previous family for her. Ev Riley was big, old money, starting with

an inherited major brand bottling plant. He'd parlayed that into more millions with Buick/Cadillac dealerships

throughout the Midwest.

* * *

It was a bit of a shock to all of us when Anne's and my son, Everett Longworth Wade, was born black,

nine months after Teddy Blaine, a black friend, had stayed with us on his way to New York to be, as he put it, in

legitimate theater. This black kid was supposed to be our firstborn. When we first discovered Anne was pregnant I

just figured the condoms were poor quality. At the hospital I changed that theory to Teddy didn't use them.

Everett sequestered Anne in the lake house while he figured that one out. The divorce was to be

uncontested. I was at loose ends. Ev and Katherine empathized, took me in hand. Katherine really took me in

hand, made the first bold move on me and I didn't hesitate.

To say things had deteriorated on the family front would be quite an understatement. This was in 1963,

and the world was crazy anyway. Vietnam. Marches and protests. Black Panthers. Katherine was forty-four, I was

twenty-two. It's all very complicated. Let's just say Katherine and I got together in '63. Victimless crimes are a myth;

the degree of victimization is the point. But we lasted for another forty years, Katherine and I.

* * *

Shortly after the birth, fate put us on a road trip. Everett needed a new special-order Cadillac convertible

delivered to Los Angeles, and wanted me to drive it there, pick up another car, and drive it back. Katherine thought
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it would be fun to go along. Ev thought that was fine; we could make a vacation of it. Katherine and I felt we'd been

granted a genie wish, weeks together, no motel nooners and subsequent anxiety. She was very fond of Everett

and so was I.

Our affair had started at the Carmody Hospital Style Show, a big charity deal put on every year by the city's

cream of society. Katherine was modeling a daring red ball gown, strapless, with a slit up one side that revealed, in

a walk, her long legs. She was to be accompanied on the runway by Everett but he refused. Somehow, I got the

escort position. I'd been assigned a spot in the show anyway, thanks to Katherine, but only a single quick turn on

the catwalk in a suit or sport coat, carrying a Burberry overcoat which I was to put on at my turn before walking

back. Instead I was now to escort Katherine while in a tux with a red lining in the coat, then open the jacket as she

turned, to show the matching color to her gown. I'd never done anything like this before. I had a couple of shots of

bourbon before the walk, and, in the dressing room, it was just Katherine and me. She asked me to unzip her

gown from behind. "Got to adjust my boobs, Honey. The ribbing is killin' 'em." Somehow we became rather

involved after I unzipped her and she had to apply new makeup at the dressing table. She wiped the lipstick from

my face with rough swipes of tissue dipped in creamy makeup remover. "Hold still, dammit. You don't want lipstick

all over your face. And see if you can't calm down below the ol' cummerbund, too, Honey. That would give the

matrons something to talk about." She patted the bulge.

They say we did well, and looked good together. "A little wicked," one of her friends said. "A bit dangerous.

Fairly prancing on that runway, you two, very … professional," she said, giving us a long thoughtful look.

* * *

November is beautiful in Nebraska. If you live out a ways you hear the distant pops of small gauge

shotguns and throatier sounds of the choked twelves. Smell the leaf fires. Feel the marching drums from football

games. Pheasant time. Back then in 1963, there were plenty of birds, but not so many now I hear. The hunters

have to go farther, South Dakota, Wyoming. But those days were overlaid with autumn gold and promise and the

quickening thrill of winter to come. The blood flowed with a viscosity very nearly perfect promoting a clarity of vision

that was almost psychedelic.

"I doubt we'll be back by Thanksgiving, Ev," she said, kissing him and rubbing his back. Everett said if she

wasn't he'd find a bird to stuff, waggling his eyebrows in mock surprise when I laughed at that. "Hell, take your time

kids, it's been a strange year. We may not even do Christmas this year."

* * *

The temptation here is to get all erotic and start detailing things as they happened along the way. Done it in

my mind a hundred times. But that would degrade the relationship. It was really quite nice, once you get over the

obvious hoodwinking and artifice we had to employ. It was even chaste in some ways. And fun. Katherine had a

salty sense of humor and laughed easily. She could bring me out of my hangover doldrums with a sidelong glance,

a dimple deepening just a centimeter. "I'm dry as a nun's, get me a martin-eye, Honey." Or after a long session of

lovemaking, when offered a cigarette, "Honey, I'm already smokin', singed fringe, know what I mean?" She made

me laugh even when she was in hospice in 2000.

I realized I'd been in love with her since meeting her and since the rush I'd gotten from her to join the family.

A shrink might say I'd transferred that to Anne in the beginning and there might be some weight to it. That summer

of Anne was a booze-fueled whirl of parties, country-clubbing, meeting people, and it was all intensified because I

lived at their house for a month or so. That closeness, the preparation, the chemistry, drew us ever closer. We

submitted. I knew I was in love, I just didn't know who the object of that tempestuous hormonal and wholly irrational

cannonade was. Besides that, I'm a lush. So was Katherine. So were we all. But we were a fine-looking bunch for

awhile.

* * *

If Fellini and Tempest Storm had met Masters and Johnson and they'd collaborated on a book, made a

film of it with Disney and the Coen Brothers, we'd have been that movie. And a long movie it was. Beginning with

the style show and the road trip to California. The journey out was playful, uninhibited, inventive and joyous.

* * *

I think our reasoning was that if we overdid it we'd get it out of our systems and live happily ever after. But I
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could never get enough of her. I think she felt the same. Something about us together made her say, "We'll never

be able to stop, will we? This will go on and on." I shook my head: "Yes, I think that's right." It wasn't a '60s thing, a

casual pairing. There were so many of those back then. Beyond the quickening we felt, there was also a deep

fondness that would prove to last. I admit I was taken by her looks when I first met her. Anne said all of her

boyfriends fell for her mom and she hated it.

Katherine's hair glowed. Streaky blonde, always pulled back in a chignon. Pretty face, full lips but not like

those pumped up things they do now, ears with diamonds or stones of some kind, sometimes hoops. Darkish

eyebrows, long eyelashes. Straight noseline, as I said, a face like Lana Turner, body too. Breasts of any size, small

to large, are attractive to me, and hers were large—I'd seen Tempest Storm's at The Follies in Kansas City with

some male friends, all of us whooping self-consciously. Katherine was built like that, curvaceous, probably a bit

overweight by today's standards, but quite a nice figure for the '60s and well beyond. As late as 1988, she was

walking out by where we lived in Maui, and a man drove his car right into a tree ogling her. "I've still got it, Honey,"

she told me, and I agreed.

When she put her hair down it fell below her shoulders and the constant chignon made it curl in a thick

tendril which lay across her upper back or her collarbone in front. I've always thought she would look good with it

down or spread across her shoulders, but the way she wore it was her, and I liked it pulled back. She wasn't a true

blonde; neither was Lana Turner probably, I don't know.

* * *

In the Mojave, I turned off at Katherine's request. The euphemism back then was powder my nose. The

main highway was deserted but she wanted to go on a secondary road to nowhere, so she wouldn't be

interrupted. I headed down a packed dirt road that looked solid enough and drove for quite awhile. "I can still see

the highway," she said, "so some trucker could see me squatting like a squaw, Honey. Keep going." I did. Then

the road inexplicably sprouted telephone poles on one side. I remarked on that, and she said, "Phone poles are

everywhere, Honey. People have to have phones." I thought it was odd with no sign of a town or even a house.

Eventually, as the road got worse and the Caddy wallowed along in sand and soft spots, I saw a phone booth.

Nothing else. That's where the phone lines stopped, at a phone booth where two dirt roads crossed. Surreal.

I slowed and pulled over just to look at this somewhat disorienting juxtaposition of glass, aluminum frame,

and desert. And the phone was ringing.

"You get the phone," she said. "This is far enough, I have to go." She took her purse and was out of sight

on the passenger side, even with the top down. I got out and went to the phone booth. I heard her voice from the

other side of the car say, "If it's for me, I'll be right there, Honey."

"Hello?" I scanned the bleak landscape, feeling foolish for answering the insistent ring. A small creature

moved from one lengthening saguaro cactus shadow to another.

"Where've you been?" a male voice said. He sounded irritated.

"On the way to L.A.," I said "On the way here, I guess."

"Great. Just fucking great. Well, I need you to go to Vegas. It's all set for Friday. Dallas at noon. You have

to be the alibi for Gene. You played poker with him all night Thursday or some shit. Okay?"

"I think you have the wrong person." There was silence, maybe breathing, and then the phone went dead.

I hung it back up. Katherine was in the car doing something to her face in the mirror. Actually powdering her nose.

"Whoo-ee, my eyeteeth were floatin', Honey. Who were you talking to?" she asked, when I slid behind the

wheel.

"I don't know. Some guy said Friday, noon, Dallas. And I was to be Gene's alibi. In Vegas."

As we turned to head back to the highway, I saw a roostertail of dust approaching from a side road. A

vehicle moving fast for the conditions. I sped up at that point and was quite a ways off when that vehicle came to a

complete stop. At the phone booth. The vehicle was an olive drab jeep, but beyond that I couldn't tell much by

looking in the rearview mirror. Seemed to be two people in the swirl of dust the jeep raised, but I wasn't sure. When

I reached the highway, I floored it and put distance between us and that phone booth. No jeep would ever catch

us, and none tried that I could see. It could have been a military vehicle or a surplus military vehicle.

"Are we fleeing? Am I your moll?" asked Katherine, some fifty miles down the road. She was curled up on
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the seat, back to the window, facing me. Smiling.

I was cruising at eighty now, the heavy Cadillac holding the surface smoothly. I spoke out of the side of my

mouth saying "Just like a dame, all the time questions."

She lit a cigarette, then another and handed me one. I reached over and squeezed her thigh, high under

her skirt before I took the cigarette.

"I'll give you twenty minutes to stop that, Honey," she said. She said it a lot. It was one of our "things".

* * *

It took another hundred miles but I forgot the episode at the phone booth and the military-type jeep, or

stashed it well back in my mind behind other things of more timely importance, where to stay the night, where to

eat, whether to dress for dinner. Katherine nodded off a couple of times but snapped back awake. I hoped never

to see her drool in sleep, but knew it would not diminish my deep affection for her, or the strong attraction. Indeed,

we were becoming more and more used to one another's bodies, habits, and humanness that closeness brings

with it. Married couples sometimes recoil from something so contrary to the original dream of perfection, and that's

the beginning of the end. Couples who embrace the imperfections are the other fifty percent in my opinion. I loved

Katherine, all of her.

November in the Mojave is nowhere near the storied heat of summer, although it can get up around ninety

degrees. It was about seventy when Katherine and I blew through. We left the top down a lot so we could see

everything, red tailed hawks floating here and there, little sand devils, Joshua trees and countryside. We did pull

over and raise the top when the wind blew grit into the car. We kissed and made out like a couple of high-

schoolers: turned on the air-conditioner, smoked and talked while we finished the final two canned Manhattans

swimming in the cold water and ice left in the cooler. Not advisable in the desert, by the way, but we were almost

out of the Mojave.

"What do you think that phone call was about?" she asked.

"Wrong number? I don't know. Unless it was a right number and the guy didn't get there in time. In that

case, it's a little scary. Friday, Dallas, your favorite president is there. God knows why," I said.

"Oh, campaigning I imagine. With that troll Johnson. Who knows? Anyway, I just think he's kind of sexy."

"Sexier than me?" I pulled her toward me and kissed her.

"I'll give you twenty minutes to stop that, Honey," she said, between kisses, and squeezed me strategically.

We tasted like Manhattans and cigarettes and our lips were cold from the drinks. We were dusty. Our clothing was

wrinkled. We were happy. Completely.

* * *

The motel was nice, seemed fairly new, and big. Back then motels were pretty easy choices, the seedy

ones were missing neon letters and the really bad ones had little shotgun cottages scattered about, or sad teepee-

shaped structures out this way. The new ones were built on the order of hotels with elevators and fountains in the

lobby, lots of glass and lights. This one said Four Stars under the main sign, and it gleamed in the gently

descending dusk as we drove up under the portals to the entrance. A bellhop opened Katherine's door, and

pushed a chrome luggage cart around to the trunk. At the desk, the attractive receptionist asked, "Will you and

your … will you all be staying with us for one night or more, Mr. Wade?"

It turned out they were almost fully booked, and so instead of two separate rooms, she asked if we would

mind a suite for a reduced price. I said fine, and we were on our way, bellhop in tow.

We unpacked and took a shower ("Come on in, Honey. We're still in the desert so we'd better conserve

water.") and dressed casually. We headed downstairs to the tiki-themed bar, empty at this hour. The bartender, a

large man with a greying crewcut, about forty years of age, in an Aloha shirt, raised his head slightly. It was an

inquisitive look, which he abruptly shed, smiling, placing coasters in front of us. Katherine looked at me, said, "Want

to try a Honi-Honi, Honey?"

"Trader Vic's, right? Which one?" said the bartender.

"Beverly Hills Hilton," she said, tapping a cigarette on her gold case. The bartender and I produced lighters.

He won. She took a drag, raised her head showing her long tanned neck and blew the smoke above us. The
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bartender was entranced. She flicked ash into the ashtray he slid toward her. I was used to men honing in on

Katherine, and no longer frightened by it. Is frightened an odd word? Frightened of what? Of loss? Of physical

entanglement with the more aggressive types? No. Of unpleasantness touching our charmed existence, I

suppose. She handled it well, having been exposed to it most of her life.

"I hate to be inquisitive, but what are you doing here … well, that's none of my business. How about just an

annoying question? Like, could I have your autograph?" He clicked a ballpoint, tore a sheet of paper from an order

pad, and offered them to Katherine.

She smiled. I watched her write Two Honi-Honie's, pronto. K. Riley. A flourish on the y, she handed it back

to him. He read it, laughed, and said, "Coming right up, but only if you sign your real name, Ms. Turner." He waited.

"Come on, I'm a fan. Sign it to Rocco." She signed the same slip of paper with AKA Lana Turner, to Rocco, and

added a heart. He put the slip in his Aloha shirt pocket and whirled about to make our drinks.

"So who am I?" I said.

"Johhny Stompanato's successor. Better treat me right."

"I intend to."

* * *

Word got around that the guests in the yellow Cadillac with Nebraska dealer plates were Lana Turner and

some younger guy. We decided to move on the next day, but first we'd play with the attention and have fun with it.

We walked outside before dinner, and smoked, watching a harvest moon come up large.

"Drop the mask, Honey," she said.

"What, the movie star mix-up?"

"No that's just some fun stuff. Your mask. Your being 'on' all the time. You don't need it."

"I'm not sure I …"

"Don't play dumb, Les. I love you to death. You, the real you."

"And I am fucking crazy about you, always will be."

"Love me, love my bunions."

"What?"

"In twenty years I'll be sixty-four. You'll be forty-four. Get it? Saggy boobs, cellulite, and stuff I don't even

want to think about. At eighty-four, you'll be sixty-four."

"Sure. I don't care. It's you for me. Somehow, I don't know how. There are … obstacles. But it's you,

Katherine."

"Okay. Let's do room service tonight, blow this pop-stand in the morning."

"Perfect."

"I won't leave Everett. And I don't want to ever hurt him."

* * *

We had prime ribs, a bottle of good wine, and walked on the adjoining golf course in the moonlight.

Katherine carried her shoes, enjoying the fresh dew on the cut grass. I carried the bottle and the wine glasses.

Neither of us sensed a thing. Creatures sense impending earthquakes, horses see ghosts, and dogs know evil

when it seeps into their space. We were clueless in our shortsightedness.

Friday morning, the sun woke us, the curtains open on our second floor suite. Palm trees, mountains, clear

sky. Over brunch we checked the AAA maps and decided on a leisurely last leg into L.A. The TV was on, some

soap opera murmuring. Katherine did face things with creams in the bathroom, the door open, leaning at the mirror

over the sink.

In the next few moments the world changed, the axis shifted, but this time I sensed it before the news

bulletin broke in. The president had been shot. I looked at my watch. 10:40. It would be 12:40 in Dallas. The

bulletin came from New York. "Bulletin, 1:40pm … In Dallas, Texas, three shots were fired at President Kennedy's

motorcade. The first reports say the President was seriously wounded, that he slumped over in Mrs. Kennedy's

lap, she cried out, 'Oh, no!' and the motorcade went on … The wounds perhaps could be fatal …"

I put my coffee down, glanced at Katherine, still busy at the mirror, something caught in my throat, acid-

like. The Mojave phone call went through my mind. The phone rang in the suite. It rang five or six times and
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stopped. I stood transfixed. Katherine was near, I smelled her perfume, heard her moving.

"The phone," she said. "Oh my god. Something's wrong. Is it Everett?" I looked at the phone on the end

table, a red light was flashing. I see it in my dreams sometimes. The bulletin about Dallas continued.

I picked up the phone; it was a message from the desk. I returned the call, but there was no answer for

several rings. Then finally a breathless voice said, "Hello? I mean Front Desk, yes?"

"This is Room 216. The message light was on?"

"Oh yes. Yes. there was an emergency call from Omaha for Mrs. Riley. Mr. Riley was taken to the

emergency room this morning. She is to call a Mrs. Bickle at this number—do you have a pen?"

I wrote the number down. Fran Bickle was a family friend. I gave it to Katherine and walked in a daze back

to the television. Kennedy was in grave condition, they seemed to be saying. Shot from a park or a building. Then I

heard Katherine's voice, "Oh no. Oh my god, Fran, what?" Then silence. "Fran, I'll call you back. It's not your fault,

hon."

I waited.

"It's Ev. He had a heart attack," Katherine said.

"Will he recover? Was it this?" I gestured at the TV.

"No, Honey. He died this morning."

She sat heavily on the couch, and I held her. I felt her body shake from crying. I was numb it seemed. The

voice from the TV droned on. Katherine's quakes slowed, and then stopped.

"What was Fran doing there so early?" she said, muffled by my shoulder.

"Maybe checking on him? Stopped by for some reason?"

"I should talk," she said.

Some talking head, Cronkite I guess, made the pious most of his moment of national grief. Others would

follow. The Dan Rathers believed they framed the thoughts for us poor dumb clucks, leaderless now except for

Uncle Cornpone. What a time. My core ached for Katherine and the people around JFK.

* * *

I took Katherine to the new Los Angeles airport, and the Caddy to the dealership. I drove the other car,

alone, through the Mojave and on Route 66. I guess I stopped to sleep. I must have. I drove on to Omaha for the

funeral.

After the funeral Anne, Teddy's kid (Longworth, as Anne called him now), Katherine, and I flew to Maui and

stayed at the new Sheraton for a couple of weeks. We frequented bookshops, stores, spent time at the pool and

the beach. We were sleepwalking through life for awhile, all of us except Longworth. He enjoyed Maui immensely.

I met Teddy at the little airport. He was hesitant, walking toward me from the little needle-nosed plane from

the big island, but I hugged him. We resumed our old college friendship.

He and Anne went off to see the waterfalls of Hana, taking little Longworth with them. Katherine and I were

left to ourselves. We didn't take up where we left off; at least not for some days. We did enjoy one another, our

company, and the odd moments of laughter. Life went on.

* * *

My own family hadn't disowned me, but they were distant. The affair with Katherine was not to their liking. I

think they thought it would blow over. Katherine was quite wealthy by then, and Anne was well-fixed and married to

Teddy. I was odd man out, financially, and though it never would have been an issue with Katherine, I wouldn't be

kept. So I took steps to become financially viable. I borrowed $30,000 and went to Hollywood with a screenplay.

That worked out well, with the Los Cruiseros biker gang series and the rest is history. I was never quite as bankable

as Katherine but I could hold up my end, and did. She was proud of me. We lived well and happily for years.

* * *

Something odd from that time: the LA Cadillac dealer said some military intelligence sorts were snooping

about, trying to discern who had driven the car from Omaha. The dealer told them there were no records of the

cross-country drivers. He told them to check with the Omaha dealership. They did, and were told the same; no

records had been kept of the drivers. The car had been delivered and that was that.

* * *
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Katherine was lucid and sharp to the very end. In 2000, she was diagnosed with terminal cancer. Her

health failed but not her mind. "Honey, I'm gonna smoke and drink right up to the end. Get me a martin-eye." They

said she could undergo chemo and radiation therapy, but for what? A few months more to live, and painful ones at

that? She was in relatively little pain, and with meds, even less.

"Remember the phone call? she said one day, out of the blue. "The Mojave call?"

"I do, indeed."

"I believe that call set off the happiest days of my life, and the worst."

"Best of times, worst of times," I said.

"Don't get all literary on my lame ass, Honey." Then she laughed.

* * *

I made some inquiries. The phone booth was still there, but the company was going to shut it down that

year, remove it. I'd have to move fast.

* * *

Teddy and Anne flew in. Longworth was now thirty-seven, and a lawyer. He was there with his wife and

kids. Some of the Omaha old guard were there. Some had younger wives. In the parking lot of the hospice the

set-builders had been thorough: sand, saguaro cactus, tumbleweeds, the phone booth with all its forty years of

graffiti and sandstorm-dimmed glass. Next to it all was a showroom mint yellow 1964 Cadillac convertible.

They brought her out in her wheelchair. Wheeled her to the phone booth. The phone was ringing. I poured

her a martini.

She took a sip. "You answer it, Honey. Tell me if it's for me."
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